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1. The Holy Spirit University of Kaslik (USEK) 

The Holy Spirit University of Kaslik (USEK) is a Catholic university founded in 1938 by 

the Lebanese Maronite Order (OLM) 0F

1. The university was one of the first seven univer-

sities recognised by the first Lebanese law of Higher Education promulgated in 1961, 

as a private Higher Education Institution delivering diplomas in Lebanon. The main 

campus of the university is located in Kaslik, approximately 15 km north of Beirut. Ad-

ditionally, the university operates three smaller regional centres in Chekka, Rmeich 

and Zahle. 

Currently, around 7,300 students are enrolled at USEK. The university offers two 

Freshman programmes, 59 undergraduate programmes, 13 teaching diplomas, 70 

Master’s programmes, and 46 doctoral programmes, all accredited by the Lebanese 

Ministry of Education and Higher Education (MEHE).  

Table 1 shows an overview of USEK in numbers. 

Holy Spirit University of Kaslik (USEK) 

Founding year 1938 

Number of students: New enrolments Total 

• Business School 506 1,542 

• Faculty of Arts and Sci-

ences 

735 2,139 

• Pontifical School of Theol-

ogy 

28 152 

• School of Architecture and 

Design 

327 1,058 

• School of Engineer-

ing 

207 877 

• School of Law and 

Political Sciences 

146 633 

• School of Medicine 

and Medical Sci-

ences 

196 570 

• USEK Continuing 

Learning Center 

5 7 

• Centers for Lan-

guage, Music, Reli-

gious Studies and 

Theology 

81 339 

• Free listeners 1 4 

Total 2,232 7,321 

 

1 The Lebanese Maronite Order, is a monastic order among the Levantine Catholic Maronite Church, 

which from the beginning has been especially a monastic Church. The order was founded in 1694. 
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Number of staff  1,083 

• Full-time academic staff     213 

• Part-time academic staff (heads and FTE)     549 

• Administrative and technical staff     321 

• Percentage of female staff 33% 

• Percentage of international staff 19% 

Graduates (2021-2022 academic year) 1,396 

Tuition costs (per credit) Between 137 US-$ and 442 US-$ 

 

Table 1 – USEK in numbers (Academic year 2022-2023, Source: USEK) 1F

2 

 

The academic year starts in September and ends in August of the following year. It 

consists of two semesters (autumn & spring, each of a 16-week duration including the 

examination period) and a Summer Session (eight weeks).  

USEK uses the North American credit system as measuring unit of the number of 

hours per semester. One credit represents one teaching hour (50 minutes course) per 

week during a 15 weeks semester (including exams and tests). For each credit, the 

student should dedicate around two hours for self-learning outside the classroom to 

complete his assignments and prepare for his examinations. 

A typical Bachelor’s programme (six semester) of 96 credits consists of a total of 1,320 

class attendance hours, 2,700 self-learning hours, and 90 hours of internship. The av-

erage workload per week is about 39 hours. 

As a private university, USEK does not receive any public funding. Thus, the university 

relies on student fees as its main source of income. 

 

 

2. The accreditation procedure 

Subject of the proceedings is the assessment of both the institution and the study pro-

grammes “Education – Basic Education (B.A.)”, “Journalism and Communication 

(B.A.), “Language and Literature (B.A.) Emphasizes: Arabic, English, French”, “Modern 

Languages and Translation (B.A.)”, “Philosophy (B.A.)”, “Psychology (B.A.)”, and “So-

cial Sciences (B.A.)”. 

The Holy Spirit University of Kaslik (Université Saint-Esprit de Kaslik – USEK) in Leba- 

non was institutionally accredited by evalag first in 2012, then re-accredited in 2017. 

Also in 2017, the above-mentioned Bachelor’s programmes were assessed and ac-

credited. Since the present procedure is a re-accreditation, a combined procedure of 

institutional and programme assessment seemed appropriate, which evalag has al-

ready carried out several times with higher education institutions in Kosovo. 

 

2 The budget of USEK was also considered in the assessment. For reasons of data protection, no fig-

ures are given in the public report. 
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The assessment procedure was carried out with an informed peer review on the basis 

of a self-evaluation report provided by USEK, a two-day site visit with meetings of an 

international expert panel with different stakeholder groups, the experts’ assessment 

report and the accreditation decision taken by the evalag Accreditation Commission. 

The procedure applies the fit-for-purpose approach, which assesses the institution’s 

ability to achieve its self-imposed goals and whether the programmes reviewed are co-

herent in terms of objective, design and structure. Points of reference are evalag’s cri-

teria for international institutional accreditation 2F

3 and for programme accreditation.3F

4 Both 

documents follow the European Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the 

European Higher Education Area dated 15 May 2015. 4F

5 These criteria focus on the pro-

file and the strategies of the institution as well as on the programmes and their curric-

ula. The governance structures which are used to implement strategies, the fields of 

activities of the institution and crosscutting issues which influence the implementation 

and the success of the institutional strategies are also examined. Further, the criteria 

cover all aspects of the implementation of the study programmes, their quality assur-

ance and the university’s resources. By assessing compliance with the criteria, the ex-

perts check whether the institution has objectives with regard to each criterion, whether 

it implements activities which serve to reach the defined objectives, and whether it 

uses mechanisms to assess the results of its activities. Additionally, the experts assess 

if the institution and the programmes meet academic standards that are internationally 

accepted. 

 

The following criteria are used: 

Institutional level: 

• Institutional profile and strategy 

• Governance 

• Resources 

• Research 

• Institution and society 

• Quality assurance 

Programme level: 

• Programme profiles 

• Curriculum 

• Student assessment 

• Organisation of the study programmes 

 

3 https://www.evalag.de/fileadmin/dateien/pdf/akk_international/standards_kriterien/inst_acc_pro-

cess_criteria_171201.pdf (accessed 3 May 2023) 

4 https://www.evalag.de/fileadmin/dateien/pdf/akk_international/standards_kriterien/prog_acc_pro-

cess_crite-ria_171201.pdf (accessed 3 May 2023) 

5 https://enqa.eu/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/ESG_2015.pdf (accessed 3 May 2023). The European 

Higher Education Area (EHEA) is a group of 49 countries that cooperate to achieve comparable and 

compatible higher education systems throughout Europe. Member countries of the EHEA follow the di-

rectives of the so-called Bologna Process to achieve these goals. 

https://www.evalag.de/fileadmin/dateien/pdf/akk_international/standards_kriterien/inst_acc_process_criteria_171201.pdf
https://www.evalag.de/fileadmin/dateien/pdf/akk_international/standards_kriterien/inst_acc_process_criteria_171201.pdf
https://www.evalag.de/fileadmin/dateien/pdf/akk_international/standards_kriterien/prog_acc_process_crite-ria_171201.pdf
https://www.evalag.de/fileadmin/dateien/pdf/akk_international/standards_kriterien/prog_acc_process_crite-ria_171201.pdf
https://enqa.eu/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/ESG_2015.pdf
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The experts express the extent of compliance of the criteria with the following assess-

ments: “passed”, “passed subject to conditions”, “suspension of the accreditation pro-

cedure” or “failed”. Depending on the degree to which the institution and/or a pro-

gramme meets the criteria, the institution/the programme will be accredited, accredited 

with conditions or not accredited.  

As a first step of the procedure and in preparation for the site visit, USEK produced a 

combined self-evaluation report based on guidelines provided by evalag. At the same 

time, evalag formed an international expert panel consisting of six experts, five aca-

demics and one student expert: 

Academic experts: 

• Prof. (FH) Dr. Tanja Eiselen, Rector of Vorarlberg University of Applied Sci-

ences, Dornbirn, Austria (Member of the evalag expert panel for the institu-

tional assessment of USEK in 2017) 

• Prof. July Hall, Professor of Sociology and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Aca-

demic) of London Metropolitan University, UK (Member of the evalag expert 

panel for the programme assessment at USEK in 2017) 

• Ass. Prof. Mag. Dr. Doris Hattenberger, Vice-Rector for Education at Klagen-

furt University, Austria 

• Prof. Dr. Jochen Mecke, Professor of Romance Literature and Culture, Univer-

sity of Regensburg, Germany (Member of the evalag expert panel for the pro-

gramme assessment at USEK in 2017) 

• Prof. Dr. Dr. Godehard Ruppert, President of the Bavarian Virtual University 

(vhb), former President of Bamberg University, Germany (Member of the eva-

lag expert panel for the institutional assessment of USEK in 2017) 

Student expert: 

• Gaga Gvenetadze, Ph.D. student in Applied Social Psychology at Tbilisi State 

University, Georgia, and member of the European Students’ Union Quality 

Pool) 

All experts had declared to be free of any conflict of interest. 

From evalag’s side, Georg Seppmann coordinated and carried out the project. 

The site visit took place on 13 and 14 March 2023 with several meetings on Kaslik 

campus. During the site visit the expert team met with the President, the Vice-Presi-

dents, the Provost, with deans and the heads of departments, with academic and ad-

ministrative staff, students and alumni, and visited selected facilities of the university. 

The expert team produced this assessment report which was submitted to the univer-

sity for correction of potential factual errors on 1 June 2023. 

The report is structured along the assessment criteria which are the basis of evalag’s 

accreditation procedure. After a short description of the criterion, each chapter starts 

with a presentation of the current status regarding the criterion which is based on the 

information in the self-assessment report of the university and the information gathered 

during the site visit meetings. On this basis, the expert team assesses the criterion. Fi-

nally, the experts list their recommendations for further improvement. 
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3. Institutional assessment 

3.1. Institutional profile and strategy 

The institutional profile and strategy define the main activities of a higher education in-

stitution and therefore are at the centre of the institutional accreditation procedure. Ap-

plying the fitness for purpose approach, the experts mainly check whether an institu-

tion has a clearly defined strategy that fits the institutional profile and whether the strat-

egies and profile of the institution comply with internationally accepted standards. The 

experts also review the processes for the definition of strategies. Furthermore, they 

look whether the strategies are adequate to reach the institutional objectives. 

 

Current status 

Strategic profile 

Faithful to human and spiritual values as well as to cultural and religious pluralism, 

USEK is devoted to offering its students a high-quality education and preparing them 

to be future leaders for innovation and progress in Lebanon and the region. The mis-

sion statement of USEK has evolved over the years due to several factors, mainly the 

adoption of the North American credit system in 1997, which was essential for facilitat-

ing credit transfer and recognition of its students. In 2009 and 2014, the university’s 

Academic and Research Council and the OLM reviewed USEK’s mission statement to 

better reflect the university’s orientation and commitment to an American- style govern-

ance and education, while remaining respectful of the traditions underlying the institu-

tion’s history and evolution. 

 

The university’s current mission statement reads as follows: 

“Since its founding, USEK seeks, in accordance with the Article 92 of the Constitutions 

of the OLM (ed. 2012) and the social teaching of the Catholic Church on universities, 

to contribute to the development of all its students through quality educational pro-

grammes and research in various fields of study. By providing a high-quality American- 

style education to its students, USEK intends to prepare future leaders for innovation, 

professional growth and life-long learning, in Lebanon, within the Middle East and 

throughout the world. USEK is committed to a faith- based educational development of 

its students rooted in the Catholic tradition whereby spiritual values and ethics as well 

as respect for cultural and religious pluralism are promoted.” 5F

6 

USEK identifies with the following core values: 

• Excellence in Teaching and Learning 

• Excellence in Quality Service 

• Creativity and Continuous Improvement 

• Integrity and Accountability 

• Cooperation and Diversity 

• Stewardship and Service to Society 

Mission statement as well as core values are the drivers of the strategic planning: ac-

cording to the self-evaluation report, USEK is continuously engaged in planning and 

 

6 Self-evaluation report, p. 8 
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evaluation efforts and places a high emphasis on improving institutional effectiveness 

through data-informed decision making. The Office of the Provost in collaboration with 

the Institutional Research and Assessment (IRA) Office centralises and provides over-

sight to the assessment, institutional research and strategic planning activities of the 

university. Planning at USEK aims to align the university vision with global advance-

ments and trends in higher education, and to translate them into university priorities 

and tangible actions, while taking into consideration the university context and availa-

ble resources. Assessment measures to which extent USEK has been meeting its ob-

jectives set forth in its strategic planning and identifies needed improvements or adjust-

ments. 

 

Definition and planning processes 

According to the self-evaluation report and the interviews on site, planning is seen as 

an integral element of governance, policy development, and institutional development 

and is regularly undertaken in many forms across the university. Over the years, USEK 

adopted a continuous and annual system of evaluation where the Office of the Provost 

and the IRA Office review annual unit evaluation reports elaborated by deans and 

heads of administrative units and monitor institutional policies, procedures, student in-

dicators, and teaching evaluations. This evaluation process serves as the foundation 

for the elaboration of the strategic planning. As a matter of fact, based on the ongoing 

evaluation of the internal factors (needs, available resources, competencies, success 

stories, obstacles, etc.) as well as the external factors (such as global trends, crises, 

needs, advancements, etc.) and based on the aspirations of the university formulated 

in its vision, USEK identifies key areas that would be its main focus for the years to 

come and, consequently, elaborates its strategic planning. The latter is shared with the 

different academic and administrative units, which align it with their departmental 

needs and break it down into tangible actions. 

In 2015, the university centralised its planning and evaluation based on a well-defined 

strategic plan with several strategic orientations, all reflective of the institutional mis-

sion. Since then, the plan has been updated several times: first for the period 2015-

2018, then 2018-2022, most recently (and currently) for 2022-2027. Strategic planning 

involves the University Academic and Research Council, the Board of Trustees and all 

schools/faculty and units. The agile planning approach was highlighted in the discus-

sions. For example, with the outbreak of the crisis in Lebanon in 2019, it was possible 

to move relatively quickly to contingency planning that works in shorter timeframes and 

is more often adjusted and updated. All planning responds to the fluctuating situation in 

the country. 

 

Assessment 

Strategic profile 

According to the experts, USEK has a clear institutional profile, in keeping with the 

character of a Catholic university. The strategies pursued by the university are closely 

and consistently linked to its mission and are in line with the expectations and needs of 

Lebanese society. Particularly in the current crisis, the university community has 

shown a strong cohesion, both internally and externally. The experts appreciate the 

strong emphasis on social responsibility and progress at the university and the very 

high commitment of the teaching and administration staff in giving hope for the future 

of Lebanon to their students. 
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Excellence in teaching, research, entrepreneurship and social engagement is the over-

arching goal of the university. For the university, excellence should not be exclusive, 

but inclusive: as many people as possible should have access to excellent higher edu-

cation! For those who do not have the financial means, support is provided. 

USEK makes great efforts to enable its students to study and to retain its staff. For ex-

ample, all staff, students and alumni with whom the experts met demonstrated strong 

loyalty to USEK’s value-based, humanistic mission and its ongoing development. 

As noted in previous accreditations, the teaching of humanistic values plays a central 

role for the university: humanism taught from a Christian context but explicitly ad-

dressed to society at large. The members of the expert panel are impressed that the 

university, its teachers and its students remain committed to this, even in the current 

crisis, when the cohesion of Lebanese society threatens to break down. 

According to the experts, the university’s strategy is clearly derived from its mission 

and is approached in a highly professional manner. The way in which the university 

uses its mission and vision to derive its strategies is to be commended. 

The strategic goals reflect how USEK strives for institutional effectiveness and effi-

ciency in order to continuously improve teaching and learning. All staff are familiar with 

these objectives and they appear to be widely accepted, even internalised. There ap-

pears to be a high level of commitment from staff and other stakeholders to continue to 

improve. Overall, it can be said that the institution not only proclaims a mission and 

goals, but also acts in accordance with them. There is no doubt that USEK’s strategies 

and activities meet internationally accepted standards for higher education institutions. 

 

Definition and planning processes 

In 2017, the experts had recommended that in developing the new USEK strategic 

plan, the university should develop a process that facilitates discussion at faculty level 

and with external and internal stakeholders from the outset. In recent years, USEK has 

made considerable progress. Regular processes to reflect and adjust the strategies 

are implemented. They appear well thought out, based on indicators, and dynamic. 

The planning processes involve the university’s key stakeholders and attempt to plan 

on a broader basis. They take place on several levels and are well organised and 

transparent. 

Strategic planning goes ahead together with budget planning on annual basis, consid-

ering input and participation from all relevant faculties and departments. The annual 

plans follow an overarching strategy that was initially set for four years, now for five. 

Outside of these periods, the university can certainly react to crises and adjust its plan-

ning at short notice. The current crisis in Lebanon in particular demonstrates the uni-

versity’s ability to respond in an agile and confident manner. 

All of the planning processes that the experts were able to look at follow practices that 

are common in universities internationally. 

 

Adequacy 

Overall, the experts’ assessment is that the strategies of USEK are consistent with its 

mission and profile and appear fit for purpose. USEK’s high reputation give evidence 

that the chosen strategies and activities are adequate for achieving the intended objec-

tives. In the experts’ view the strategies both on university and on school level appear 

to conform to the university mission. 
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Areas for improvement 

Students could become a more active part in the planning processes. In particular, 

suggestions from the student body as well as from alumni could also be explicitly taken 

into account when setting the overarching goals and monitoring progress against the 

strategic goals. The experts would like to note that the involvement of students, gradu-

ates and alumni in the strategic further development of the university would offer great 

opportunities and strengthen the institution. 

 

Recommendation 

Strategic planning processes should be further professionalised and underpinned with 

clear data on demographic changes, the Lebanese labour market, national and inter-

national professional requirements, student achievement trends, student recruitment 

trends. The university should make greater use of expertise from the relevant depart-

ments (sociology, economics) for this purpose. 

 

3.2. Governance 

The criterion focuses on the internal governance and decision-making processes of the 

institution. The experts check the clarity and transparency of the organisational provi-

sions and governance structure. They examine whether governance structures are ad-

equate to support the institutional strategies and how decision-making processes are 

organised. Furthermore, the experts check how stakeholder groups are involved in 

governance, whether the institution provides relevant information about its activities for 

the internal and external public and whether academic freedom is assured.  

 

Current situation 

Governance structure and decision-making processes 

The university is governed by the Supreme Council of the Lebanese Maronite Order 

(OLM), which nominates the university officers and members of the Board of Trustees. 

The OLM Supreme Council is composed of five members, including the Superior Gen-

eral of the Order and Chancellor of USEK, all of whom are elected by more than 300 

OLM members in Lebanon and abroad for a duration of six years. The OLM Supreme 

Council guarantees the sustainability and the conformity of the institutional mission. 

However, it does not interfere in the university’s current management and academic 

issues. Only strategic decisions need the approval of the OLM (e.g., buying lands, 

buildings, creating new academic units, changing bylaws, etc.). 

The organisational structure consists of the Board of Trustees, the University Presi-

dent, the Executive Committee, the Academic and Research Council, and other com-

mittees at institutional and school levels. This structure, along with the duties and re-

sponsibilities of each of these entities, are clearly described in the USEK Bylaws. 
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The Board of Trustees 

As outlined in the USEK Bylaws, the OLM Supreme Council delegates the governance 

of the university to the Board of Trustees. The Board includes 20 trustees chosen 

among higher education figures in the United States and business leaders in Lebanon 

and the U.S., all demonstrating a strong belief in USEK’s mission and working together 

for the public good. The Board exercises institutional authority and carries out all lawful 

functions. 

In addition to its Executive Committee, the Board currently numbers the following com-

mittees: 

• The Academic Affairs Committee 

• The Audit Committee 

• The Finance and Compensation Committee 

• The Fundraising Committee 

• The Trustee, Governance, and Institutional Planning Committee 

• The Student Affairs Committee 

The Chair of the Board and a majority of its voting members must remain free from any 

contractual, employment, personal, or financial interest in the institution. 

The President 

The University President has power on behalf of the Board to lead the university and to 

perform all actions necessary for sustaining both the academic and fiscal affairs of the 

university and for implementing decisions made by the Board. Traditionally a member 

of the OLM, the President is appointed by the Chancellor with the support and upon 

the approval of the Board. 

As Chief Executive Officer (CEO), the President presides over the Executive Commit-

tee and the Academic and Research Council, chairing these units and ensuring that 

they function and develop in accordance with the Bylaws in force. He also has author-

ity to take action regarding faculty as well as administrative and technical personnel in 

different functions, in addition to overseeing the management and supervision of the 

university. It is the responsibility of the President, in the first year of his term, to present 

to the Board of Trustees a strategic plan for the university, covering at least 3 years. 

He is evaluated by the Board of Trustees based on an annual detailed report on the 

academic, administrative, and financial statements. 

Furthermore, the President ensures the implementation of the university budget, in 

conjunction with the Board. He shall approve the budget and submit it to the Board and 

the OLM. He authorises the university’s revenues and expenses, according to the deci-

sions of the Board of Trustees, the Chancellor, and the Supreme Council. He signs all 

budgets, agreements, and conventions.  

 

The University Executive Committee 

Chaired by the USEK President, the Executive Committee is composed of the Vice 

Presidents who shall be members of the OLM, in addition to the Provost and Deputy 

Presidents. The Senior Vice President can be called upon to be the acting President in 

the event of unforeseeable circumstances leading to the absence of the President. 
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The Vice President for Finance is responsible for managing accounts and implement-

ing the financial decisions taken by the President in keeping with the USEK budget and 

Bylaws. He elaborates and officially submits to the President the budget and financial 

statements of the university and ensures that the financial statements of the university 

comply with the Lebanese accounting standards, including the balance sheet, state-

ment of changes in equity, cash flow statement, and additional notes. 

The Vice President for Community Life ensures the coordination of various events 

within the university, such as registration, events, lectures, colloquiums, seminars, con-

ferences, academic and cultural ceremonies, formal occasions, commencement cere-

monies, and Honoris Causa award ceremonies. He prepares the administrative and 

academic calendars and maintains the archives of academic and administrative units. 

The Office of the Vice President for Community Life serves as a communication liaison 

among the constituents of the USEK community. 

As Chief Academic Officer, the Provost is responsible for the development, implemen-

tation, and administration of the academic affairs of the university and takes initiatives 

in proposing plans and actions in academic matters, as well as in reviewing and imple-

menting educational programmes policies. 

In addition to the Vice Presidents and the Provost, the President shall have the author-

ity to appoint Deputy Presidents and prescribe their roles and duties. At the moment, 

USEK has six Deputy Presidents, each with a distinct role in managing university oper-

ations: 

• Deputy President for International Affairs and Global Initiatives 

• Deputy President for Students 

• Deputy President for Public Relations 

• Deputy President for Information Technology 

• Deputy President for Research 

 

The Academic and Research Council 

The University Academic and Research Council is composed of the President, the 

Vice Presidents and Provost, the Deputy Presidents, the Deans of all academic units, 

the Dean of Doctoral College, the USEK Librarian, and two full-time faculty members. 

The Council approves the proposed updates of academic rules and regulations (includ-

ing the admission policy and criteria as well as graduation requirements for all aca-

demic programs), academic policy and framework related to general education, and 

propositions for establishing or amending curricula and programme structures. The 

Council also gives its opinion on proposals for creating new academic units, updating 

faculty Bylaws, creating new research centres, and course offerings in Regional Uni-

versity Centres. 

 

The Provost 

The position of Provost was created in 2016 as part of the implementation of the 2015 

USEK Bylaws. As Chief Academic Officer, they are responsible for the guiding vision 

and leadership of the university’s academic affairs. Deans of all academic units report 

directly to the Provost. The Provost reports to the President and oversees the univer-

sity’s academic affairs, policies, and activities. He serves as a member of the 
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Academic Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees, as well as a member of USEK’s 

Academic and Research Council. 

The Provost works closely with the President to develop strategic plans and academic 

directions based on the university’s mission, values, and vision. Working in conjunction 

with the Academic and Research Council, the Provost provides leadership in the de-

velopment of plans, budgets, and policies regarding academic programs, instruction, 

and research. The Provost also offers guidance for achieving and retaining university 

accreditation, oversees individual school plans for professional accreditation, and 

works closely on all matters of policies and procedures related to faculty affairs. 

Table 2 shows the organisational chart of USEK. 

 

Table 2 – Organisational chart (Source: Self-evaluation report, appendix) 

 

Academic Structure and Administration of Academic Units 

In September 2019, a new academic structure was implemented, which merged 

USEK’s faculties and schools into a new structure based on the Faculty of Arts and 

Sciences and six professional schools. 

The Faculty of Arts and Sciences embraces a variety of programmes, creating a diver-

sified portfolio, supporting research, teaching quality, and student learning experience, 

and contributing to liberal art education.  

The six professional schools are:  

• The School of Architecture and Design 

• The Business School 
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• The School of Engineering 

• The School of Law and Political Sciences 

• The School of Medicine and Medical Sciences 

• The Pontifical School of Theology 

 

The administration of each academic unit (school or faculty) is composed of: 

• The Dean who serves as the chief administrative officer and ensures the de-

velopment of school/faculty programmes in accordance with the general policy 

of the university. In consultation with the Provost, the Dean recommends to 

the President the recruitment of faculty, the nomination of assistants (Assis-

tant Dean), and the promotion of a faculty member in accordance with the 

evolving needs of the school and the university’s regulations and strategic ori-

entations. 

• The Associate Dean who coordinates community life within the school/faculty 

and assists the Dean in managing the unit, developing degree programmes, 

and ensuring the quality of programmes and of teaching and learning within 

the unit. 

• The Head of Department and/or Head of Programme who coordinates pro-

gramme review projects and provides follow‐up, orientation, and advising for 

students registered in the department’s programmes throughout their aca-

demic path. 

• The Academic Unit Council, which is composed of the Dean, Associate 

Dean(s), Heads of Departments, Heads of Programmes, and the Head of the 

Doctoral Commission. Student representatives are also invited to attend spe-

cific Unit Council meetings depending on the agenda. The Academic Unit 

Council oversees and develops admission requirements in compliance with 

the admission policy and criteria defined by the university’s Academic and Re-

search Council, students’ academic records, programme and student out-

comes, proposals for inter-university agreements, research projects and pro-

grammes, as well as academic and scientific events. 

 

The Faculty Senate 

On April 29, 2022, the USEK Board of Trustees approved the newly established Uni-

versity Senate Bylaws, which aim to encourage faculty participation in decision-mak-

ing, promote communication, and effectively advance the quality of the institution. The 

USEK Faculty Senate acts as the advisory body that represents and engages faculty in 

the governance of the institution, monitors all topics of interest to faculty, and assures 

that the faculty perspective is considered in decision-making on all important govern-

ance issues. The Faculty Senate is composed of 10% of full‐time faculty proportionally 

distributed over USEK’s academic units on the Kaslik campus, in addition to one sena-

tor from each Regional University Centre. It is structured around a chair, a vice‐chair, 

and a secretary. 
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Stakeholders’ involvement in governance 

Staff Participation 

Staff representation in university governance is assured through the participation of 

staff members in the university’s Academic and Research Council meetings when 

needed and according to its agenda. For the last couple of years, during the COVID-19 

pandemic and the financial crisis, staff members – including the HR manager, the 

Chief Accountant, the Controller, the Director of the Communications and Events Of-

fice, and the Chief Technology Officer have been attending the Council’s regular meet-

ings. 

In addition to the regular communication between the Deputy Presidents who are 

members of the Council and the staff members within the administrative units under 

their direct supervision, the USEK President hosts a town hall meeting once every se-

mester to update staff and faculty on institutional orientations and inform them of staff-

related decisions. 

 

Student Participation 

According to the self-evaluation report, USEK attaches great importance to the aca-

demic participation of students in the decision-making process. Feedback on the aca-

demic experiences of students is communicated through student representatives in 

each academic unit, allowing students to raise any concerns over academic issues, 

such as course contents, teaching methods, assessment criteria, resources, and feed-

back, while providing testimonials of good practice. A call for candidacy for student 

representation is sent by email to all students at the beginning of each academic year 

and representatives are selected for one academic year by means of a draw. Student 

representatives report directly to the Associate Dean and/or Head of the academic unit 

concerned, to the Director of the Student Affairs Office and, consequently, to the Presi-

dent. 

 

Clarity and transparency and information policy 

The university website “www.usek.edu.lb” is the primary source of information to the 

public and is consistently updated with the latest changes at all levels within the univer-

sity, such as academics, governance, staff, and news. 

USEK also maintains a broad social media presence through Facebook (about 

120,000 followers), Instagram (about 21,500 followers), Twitter (about 10,800 follow-

ers) and LinkedIn (about 30.600 followers). The university’s YouTube channel has 

1,280 followers.  

 

Academic freedom and hiring procedures 

USEK is dedicated to adhering to the highest standards of ethics and morals as a guid-

ing compass in all its functions. Therefore, academic integrity is comprehensively wo-

ven through all aspects of community life (such as USEK Bylaws, Disciplinary Bylaws, 

Academic Rules and Student Life, Doctoral Studies Rules and Regulations, Faculty 

Guide, Administrative and Technical Personnel Bylaws , the Code of Ethics, Codes of 

Conducts, and to the Discrimination, Harassment & Sexual Misconduct Policy). It de-

termines the main rules to promote and sustain the highest standards of governance, 
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characterised by integrity, accountability, responsibility, and commitment to the institu-

tional mission, in addition to prudent and ethical leadership. 

USEK call its academic integrity a commitment to six central values: honesty, trust, 

fairness, respect, responsibility, and courage. These values underpin the professional 

ethics enabling the USEK academic community to translate principles into action. 

Academic integrity is at the core of USEK learning, faculty are called upon to urge their 

students to respect copyright laws and avoid plagiarism. 

Professional autonomy and academic freedom is named fundamental to the protection 

of the rights of faculty and students. All school members are entitled to full freedom of 

research and the publication of the results in affiliation with the university. They have 

the freedom in research topics as well as the freedom in selecting the approach of their 

research as long as it is in compliance with the university’s ethics. 

Teachers are free to choose their teaching style and methods to achieve the learning 

objectives of the courses. There shall be no adverse consequences to employment 

status (hiring, promotion, and retention) as a result of expressions protected by aca-

demic freedom. 

The university has a well-established process for recruiting and appointing faculty. 

Schools/faculty submit their recruitment plans along with the job descriptions to the 

Provost through their respective Deans. The plans take into account the needs assess-

ment of the academic units, which is carried out at departmental level. After approval 

by the President, the Provost and the Human Resources Office take action to advertise 

the vacancy. Selected candidates are then conveyed to attend interviews with the Ad 

Hoc Committee responsible for confirming their compliance with the USEK mission, 

core values, academic, teaching and research standards. Salaries depend on the 

hires’ respective fields and the date of the highest degree earned. However, to avoid 

wage compression, the proposed ranges take also into consideration the existing fac-

ulty salaries. 

 

Assessment 

Governance structure and decision-making processes 

The experts assess the governance of USEK as clearly structured and documented. 

The responsibilities and procedures of the main university bodies are set and de-

scribed in the constitution, the bylaws, and in the several policies. All appears well 

thought out and applicable. All the people working in the administration and manage-

ment that could be talked to appeared very experienced and competent. The university 

is well equipped in terms of governance. According to the experts, USEK has further 

institutionalised participation and communication within the university. Besides student 

elections, various opportunities for student participation can be used. USEK has 

adapted its faculty structures in recent years, which was also recommended in 2017. 

Greater organisational efficiency can be seen. 

Adequacy 

The experts assess the presented governance structures as working in both formal 

and informal ways. They have no doubts about the efficiency and applicability of the 

university governance. The efficiency in governance is reflected in the fact that USEK 

has so far coped well with the current crises (including the economic situation in Leba-

non, the Corona crisis, etc.), and that it also has concepts ready to continue offering 

students excellent higher education against all odds. 
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Stakeholders’ involvement in governance 

For the experts the decision-making processes are clear and USEK makes efforts to 

get its stakeholder groups involved. The university bylaws clearly describe all responsi-

bilities. 

The university has taken several steps to provide opportunities for more formalised 

student involvement in governance processes. The experts are aware that USEK fol-

lows approaches that are not comparable to Western European institutions. It seems 

entirely appropriate to the special situation in Lebanon that student political groups are 

banned on campus. According to the experts’ observations, USEK’s management, 

teachers and all students agree that USEK should maintain a peaceful climate for stud-

ying and teaching and emphasise the university’s “community”. 

 

Clarity and transparency and information policy 

The information policy of the university is exemplary in the view of the experts, USEK 

is active on various social channels, all publicly accessible information is up-to-date. 

 

Academic freedom 

The responsibility for research and teaching lies with the academics. The OLM does 

not interfere in teaching and research. 

Based on the meetings held and the documents provided by the university, the expert 

panel conclude that independence is guaranteed in both academic and teaching activi-

ties. During the interviews, the experts experienced a genuine commitment of the aca-

demic staff to USEK. 

 

Areas for improvement 

The university seems very keen to make decisions in consensus with the university 

community. Nevertheless, some students complained that not all university decisions 

are always comprehensible. For example, sports facilities were cut – for no reason in 

the students’ view. In such special cases, the leadership of USEK should pay utmost 

attention to transparency and perhaps explain unpleasant decisions more often again 

explicitly in public. 

 

Recommendations or conditions 

None 

 

3.3. Resources 

The criterion focuses on adequate resource endowment and deployment to sustain the 

core activities. The experts check the existence and sustainability of a professional 

funding and financial management. They also check whether the qualification and 

number of the (academic) staff (full-time and part-time) are adequate to support the in-

stitutional strategy as well as to ensure the intended learning outcomes. Further, they 

review which strategies and processes for the staff recruiting and staff development 
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are used and if the search, hiring and tenure procedure are in line with international ac-

ademic practices. The resources, facilities and equipment are also part of the criterion. 

Therefore, the experts examine if the amount and quality of facilities and equipment al-

low the provision of the programme (library, laboratories, teaching rooms, IT equip-

ment) and if the resources are adequate to reach the objectives of the programme and 

are in accordance with the institutional strategy. 

 

Current status 

Financial resources and management 

More than 90% of USEK’ income comes from student tuition fees. These revenues are 

expected to cover the operational costs and development investments, while naming 

gifts provide financing for other key activities and major facilities expansion and reno-

vation projects. USEK is continuously working to secure sufficient funding and proper 

financial management to achieve its mission towards its community of students, fac-

ulty, and staff, and keep playing a key role in the higher education, innovation, and en-

trepreneurship ecosystem in Lebanon. 

USEK’s planning process addresses key components of institutional activity, such as 

the projected numbers of students, faculty and staff, research and new programmes, 

and investment in equipment and facilities. This bottom-up approach starts at the level 

of academic units and is later reviewed and consolidated at institutional level. The fi-

nancial administration is led by the Vice President for Finance. It reviews and verifies 

projects, factors general and administrative expenses related to shared services into 

the university’s budget and consolidates the projected financial plan. This plan is then 

reviewed by the Finance Committee, which reports to the Board of Trustees for voting 

and final approval. 

USEK devotes more than 80% of its revenues to support its educational programmes, 

such as faculty/staff wages and salaries, student financial aid, external charges, travel 

expenses, staff development, library and software licensing and subscriptions, and 

teaching materials. The Board of Trustees regularly monitors the financial welfare of 

the institution through the review of USEK’s financial statements. Since 2018, the an-

nual financial audits are performed by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC). 

The current economic distress in Lebanon dealt a heavy blow to the already crumbling 

financial system. All sectors are deeply affected, especially the higher education sec-

tor, which is currently grappling with its worst economic turmoil. The decreasing pur-

chasing power of Lebanese citizens and the rising unemployment rates also impacted 

on private universities and forced many students to drop out or transfer to the public 

Lebanese University. 

Like all Lebanese institutions, USEK operations have been impacted by the crisis, im-

posing changes to its operations. In keeping with the mission of its founder, namely the 

Lebanese Maronite Order (OLM), the university is fully pursuing its purpose to provide 

high quality academic education to students. USEK has therefore decided to keep its 

tuition fees denominated at the affordable rates to enable students and families to 

gradually adapt to the new evolving and challenging circumstances before easing back 

into regular operations. With this strategy, the university has succeeded in maintaining 

high enrolment figures and minimise student dropout rates, therefore continuing to ca-

ter to as many students as possible. 

In light with the continuing challenges, USEK developed a 5-year financial plan to help 

guarantee its sustainability. This plan includes an increase on tuition fees for newly 
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admitted students and a semestrial fee in U.S. Dollars applicable to all students, along 

with a restructured compensation scheme for faculty and staff with an aim to retain the 

university’s workforce and attract new qualified members. 

 

Human resources and the recruitment process 

USEK is committed to offer its student an excellent teaching and learning experience 

and maintain appropriate support for the university operations by attracting, hiring, and 

retaining skilled faculty and staff. In autumn 2022, the university employed 318 admin-

istrative and technical staff, 212 full-time faculty, and 539 part-time faculty. Over the 

past four years, personnel numbers have remained relatively stable despite the impact 

of nation-wide political and security instability on job sustainability and brain drain. The 

total number for the current year has even increased in line with the increase in stu-

dent numbers. USEK is currently working in further improving the rate of its full-time 

faculty members by attracting talents and offering them the opportunity to engage and 

grow. 

The university has a well-established process for recruiting and appointing faculty: 

Schools/faculties submit their recruitment plans along with the job descriptions to the 

Provost through their respective deans. The plans take into consideration the aca-

demic units’ needs for part-time and full-time faculty. Needs’ assessment is performed 

at the departments level, raised to the deans, and discussed and validated by the 

units’ councils. The related recruitment plans are then developed by the deans and 

shared with the Provost who reviews and approves them or makes recommendations 

when and where needed, and sends the job descriptions the Human Resources Office 

for revision and validation. Once the recruitment plans and job descriptions are con-

firmed, the Provost informs the President and gets his and the financial administra-

tion’s approvals on the budget to be allocated to the recruitment campaign and to the 

new hires and on the advertising timeframe (open or with a specific deadline).  

Selected candidates are conveyed to attend interviews with the Ad Hoc Committee re-

sponsible for confirming their compliance with the USEK mission, core values, aca-

demic, teaching and research standards. Salaries depend on the hires’ respective 

fields and the date of the highest degree earned. There are clear requirements for fac-

ulty academics: deep knowledge of their respective disciplines, practical experiences 

in their fields, interest and experience in research, and teaching competences. 

The talent acquisition process for administrative staff is managed by the Human Re-

sources Office. The human resources team undertakes an annual workforce planning 

exercise, keeps all job descriptions updated in line with their respective role require-

ments, manages internal job transfers and online applicants, and advertises existing 

job vacancies in a consistent and recurrent manner to ensure a short cycle from job 

posting to job offer acceptance and contract signature. Staff are selected according to 

a clear process with formalised interviews. 

 

Staff quality assurance and evaluation 

Faculty performance appraisal takes place annually and includes different sources of 

data. The Dean consults with the concerned Head of Department before getting back 

to the Provost through a duly filled out performance evaluation survey that takes into 

account all areas of professional responsibility. Where and when applicable, peers’ 

opinion is provided as well. On another hand, students also give their feedback (per 

course) at the end of each semester through course feedback surveys. 
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Faculty can submit a promotion request via an online form. The Human Resources Of-

fice checks whether the requirements for promotion are met and collaborates with the 

Office of the Provost to initiate the relevant procedure. The final decision is made by 

the President. 

Graduate assistantship has been recently adopted at USEK. It aims at enriching the 

students’ educational and professional experience by enhancing their skills and com-

petencies through involvement in teaching, research, communications, development, 

and administrative activities in return of a percentage of waiver from their tuition fees. 

Teaching Assistants and Research Assistants are graduate students who are expected 

to contribute to the university’s academic mission and research ascendancy. Students 

are usually selected on the basis of a high academic record and their value to the de-

partment. 

With an aim to sustain the performance level of the university’s workforce, USEK pro-

vides current staff with training and personal development opportunities through the 

LTEC and the Organisational Development Office. The LTEC is dedicated to the devel-

opment of the professional qualifications of educators in teaching and through the pro-

motion of teamwork, innovation, self-reflection, the efficient use of instructional technol-

ogies, and the sharing best practices. It also provides support for the improvement of 

assessment practices. Instructors are also encouraged to partake in national and inter-

national programmes or be part of educational projects to improve their skills and com-

petencies which will have a direct impact on their performance in terms of teaching, 

leadership, and services to the institution. 

Even though the majority of the courses used to be taught in a face-to-face mode, 

online teaching has been introduced at USEK since 2015 as part of USEK’s will to fos-

ter the use of innovative pedagogies and educational technologies. Related trainings 

and workshops were constantly offered to interested faculty. When the university went 

into lockdown due to the COVID-19 outbreak in March 2020, courses were shifted to 

online platforms to reduce face-to-face interactions on campus while maintaining the 

best learning experience for the students and delivering vital course objectives effec-

tively and efficiently. The Learning Management System (Moodle) was not new for the 

majority of the USEK community members as it has been used for years through ad-

vanced techniques integrated within the existing Student Information System.  

The LTEC provided faculty with guidance and gave them the opportunity to follow dedi-

cated trainings to improve and adapt their teaching skills to the actual situation. 

 

Facilities 

USEK is continuously striving to provide its students, faculty, and staff with facilities de-

signed to ensure their well-being and to create a favourable environment for teaching, 

learning, and research while promoting good study habits and wellness for academic 

success. These facilities include: 

• The USEK Library 

• IT infrastructure and services 

• Laboratories 

• University Restaurant 

• Sports service 

• Auditoriums and conference rooms 
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• On campus dorms 

• Parking spaces 

• Esplanades and indoor and outdoor spaces for students 

The university has identified the following top strategies as part of its planning for a 

modern and stimulating campus: 

• Focus on all-inclusive college building design 

• Attract students with modern residence halls and campus spaces 

• Ensure the reliability of its technology systems 

• Promote wellness on campus with active design in accordance with legal re-

quirements 

• Create welcoming facilities with secure access for people with special needs 

and the latest safety and security systems 

• Prioritise sustainable and regenerative design strategies. 

All construction and restoration work, adjustments, and readjustments to university 

buildings, premises, and landscaping are performed by the Architecture and Mainte-

nance Office, which serves the Kaslik Campus and USEK’s 3 satellite instructional lo-

cations of Chekka, Zahle, and Rmeich. The office, encompassing 16 members of staff, 

also ensures the purchase, installation, functioning, maintenance, and repair of 

USEK’s various equipment (electricity, plumbing, mechanics, and carpentry, among 

others). 

The property and buildings of the main campus are owned by USEK. 

 

Library 

The library employs 25 full-time professional staff with relevant degrees and 26 full-

time paraprofessional staff with appropriate capacity-building programmes, in addition 

to student assistants who help with the library’s clerical work based on training and 

regular monitoring. At the user level, the library consists of two reading rooms and 

closed stacks: the first reading room serves as a quiet area, while the second, recently 

renovated, invites group study. The library’s 1,200 square metres of space offers learn-

ing opportunities, access to a wealth of academic materials, study rooms and research 

spaces. These rooms are equipped with projection equipment, workstations and the 

latest library tools and digital resources. 

The library is open to the public for a total of 55 hours per week. Its print and electronic 

collections are enriched on a regular basis based on usage statistics and predefined 

selection criteria to support the university’s curricula. It is fully automated (library inte-

grated system, archival database, and repository) and most of its digital resources and 

reference services are accessible from outside campus, providing a virtual atmosphere 

that supports research. Furthermore, the Library provides customised reference and 

instruction services through online channels (webinars via Microsoft Teams, e-mails, 

online chats) and in person for the benefit of walk-in users and classes to promote a 

culture of information literacy at all levels. 

In the spirit of collaborative development, open communication, and collegiality, the li-

brary strives to enrich its efforts to fulfil its mission to expand its network through na-

tional and international initiatives and partnerships. Currently, the library’s network in-

cludes partnerships and memberships on the international level such as e-corpus, 
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World Digital Library, and American Library Association, and on the national level such 

as the Lebanese Academic Library Consortium and the Lebanese ILL/DD Service. 

Scholars from Lebanon and abroad frequently visit the library for its rich historical col-

lections, particularly on Lebanon and the Middle East. Reference librarians and re-

searchers are dedicated to support this aspect of the library’s services. 

 

IT 

USEK maintains a sound IT infrastructure, which includes a fully equipped data centre 

to host all core applications and services. The Enterprise Information Technology Ser-

vices (EITS) Department is responsible for the safety and continuous update/upgrade 

of the IT services and their underlying infrastructure (both software and hardware). 

This includes: 

• Information management by adopting and maintaining different tools such as 

the Student Information System (SIS)7, the learning management system 

(LMS) Moodle, the academic advising and degree audit software Degree 

Works, the survey system Explorance Blue8, among others 

• Infrastructure management by continuously evaluating and monitoring the sta-

tus of existing IT equipment, maintaining the university storage and network 

systems, and continuously checking and updating the server backups (off-site) 

and recovery procedures and policies 

• User Support and computer labs management by providing users – students, 

faculty, and staff – with essential IT support and ensuring the maintenance of 

the university’s computer labs. 

In 2021, USEK created the position of Chief Technology Officer and restructured the 

EITS Department under a new leadership. With this new structure, the EITS team was 

able to introduce new products and provide a better management of the university’s in-

frastructure, application, and services, resulting in a significant reduction in the budget 

associated with technology. 

 

Laboratories 

USEK laboratories are equipped for academic, research, and analysis services pur-

poses. Shared laboratories and facilities are an integral part of education at USEK to 

give students hands-on means to generate and experiment with innovative ideas and 

inventions to better heighten their educational experiences. Not only do students ac-

cess these labs for educational purposes or senior design projects, but they are also 

the resources for learners to pursue their entrepreneurial aspirations. 

The USEK laboratories support the academic vision of the university by cultivating 

teamwork abilities, educating students towards good laboratory practices and research 

integrity, developing scientific reasoning abilities, understanding the complexity of em-

pirical work, and learning practical skills. The reasons for its development lay in the 

need to produce skilled graduates for industries and highly ethical competent workers 

for research and development laboratories and market labours. 

 

7 USEK uses several systems from Ellucian, such as Ellucian Banner, Ellucian Degree Works, cf. 

https://www.ellucian.com (accessed 3 May 2023) 

8 Cf. https://explorance.com/products/blue/ (accessed 3 May 2023) 

https://www.ellucian.com/
https://explorance.com/products/blue/
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Assessment 

From the experts’ point of view, USEK undoubtedly provides excellent and sufficient 

resources. University operations with high standards of quality and excellence are defi-

nitely guaranteed. The Kaslik Campus appears to be in the best condition and excel-

lently maintained. The cleanliness of the buildings is particularly noteworthy for the ex-

perts. 

 

Financial resources 

In the experts’ view the financial management is professional; the process of preparing 

the yearly budget is clear and executed with the collaboration of the faculties. The uni-

versity finances itself almost exclusively from tuition fees – in the experts’ view, this 

alone requires highly professional financial management. The experts are impressed 

with how the university is dealing with the economic crisis. 

The financial management is professional; the process of preparing the annual budget 

is clear and executed with the collaboration of the faculties. In the interview with faculty 

members as well as with the Financial Department it became clear that this process 

works without any difficulties. According to the expert team, the distribution of re-

sources is also in line with the mission statement of a student-centred educational in-

stitution. 

 

Staff 

The staff of the university is, according to the expert team, appropriate to provide high 

quality education to its students and to develop research. All teachers the experts 

could talk to presented themselves as highly motivated. The students who could be 

spoken to emphasised the good teaching climate and the open-door policy that char-

acterises the teaching staff. The university’s procedures for recruiting and later contin-

uous training and developing staff seem appropriate and fulfil academic standards: 

The selection of academics is always based on an academic decision that is justified 

and documented in a standardised manner. 

The experts appreciate the great support that USEK offers to staff and students to 

keep them at the university and in their studies respectively. 

 

Facilities 

The facilities of the university appear excellently managed and are without any doubts 

appropriate for sustaining the activities of the university. The buildings are in good con-

dition, as are the classrooms. 

There were no negative remarks from the students interviewed. 

Large parts of the campus are accessible without barriers, and the university thus ful-

fils its commitment to an inclusive educational approach in an exemplary manner. 

 

Library 

The expert panel were particularly impressed by the library: a bright, communicative 

space, excellently and attractively furnished, with work areas for students and faculty. 
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Furthermore, the holdings are unique, especially the archival holdings on the Leba-

nese past, the restoration areas and the digitisation areas can be viewed to an extent 

and quality that need not fear comparison with Western European universities. In the 

view of the experts, there has really been tremendous progress in the library sector at 

USEK in recent years, certainly not least because of an extraordinarily dedicated and 

qualified staff. 

The experts emphasise that the library continues to be attractive for specialist research 

by doctoral students. 

 

IT 

USEK’s IT infrastructure is up to date and equipped with modern and functional soft-

ware, which was also confirmed by various stakeholders during the site visit. A fast wifi 

connection is available everywhere on campus, even eduroam accounts work. The of-

fer and use of virtual learning environments has become an integral part of the univer-

sity portfolio. The experts appreciate all efforts the university makes to practically train 

teaching personnel in general methods of effective and interactive online teaching. 

USEK and its LTEC certainly have the role of a pioneer in Lebanon. 

 

Laboratories 

The laboratories are well equipped and excellently managed. Certainly, the accredita-

tions by ABET and the WFME have given the equipment an additional boost. 

 

Areas for improvement 

For years, the campus has been redesigned to be close to nature as part of the “Green 

Campus” initiative. However, shady areas are rare - planning could be more active 

here. 

 

Recommendation 

To improve their retention at USEK, the university should consider incentives espe-

cially for those part-time academic staff who receive a better marking/assessment than 

expected. 

 

3.4. Research 

The criterion focuses on the research profile and academic goals of the institution and 

whether the profile fits the institutional strategy. Moreover, the experts check whether 

the academic standards are fulfilled, how the research process is organised and sup-

ported by the institution and how research is evaluated within the institution. They also 

check how the training of young researchers is organised, how the institution assures 

the academic standards of the training of young researchers and their rights. 

 

Current status 

Research and institutional strategies 
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Research at USEK is at the core vision and mission of the university and is coordi-

nated by the Office of Deputy President for Research. USEK’s vision is to become one 

of the best leading research-oriented universities at the national and international lev-

els and to have a transformative impact on the society through continual innovation 

and creativity in research and entrepreneurship. In recent time, the Higher Center for 

Research has undergone several reforms and it is now an entity which encompasses 

the multidisciplinary research groups and the administrative research units. 

 

Table 3 shows the organisation of research at USEK. 

 

Table 3 – Organisation of research at USEK (Source: Self-evaluation report, p. 29) 

 

While the CNRS (Conseil National de la Recherche Scientifique) has still been the 

main government-funded source for funding research at the national level, USEK has 

sought other alternatives through different international agencies and also national and 

international NGOs (Non-governmental Organisations). Research is undertaken partic-

ularly within the doctoral programmes of USEK at the different academic units and ac-

credited by the Ministry of Education and Higher Education (MEHE) in Lebanon and/or 

through bilateral agreement established between USEK and other international part-

ners. Individual researchers also benefit from funds provided by the CNRS, CEDRE, 

and AUF, among others. 

The Higher Center for Research provides research project template forms to be used 

by all faculty members, and in these templates the Master’s students are included as 

well as the Ph.D. students so that all Master’s theses are included under the research 

priorities. In this context, faculty members are encouraged to take Master’s students on 

their project to increase their chances of getting funds from the Higher Center to their 

projects. In addition, Master’s students working on research projects and able to pub-

lish their research work with their corresponding supervisors are awarded relatively 

higher grades on their thesis defences. 

According to the self-evaluation report, USEK is keen to create optimal conditions for 

research. The university’s strategic goals for research and innovation are: 

• Fostering a strong ethical interdisciplinary research and innovation culture 

• Encouraging applied and translational research and commercialisation of pro-

jects 
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• Increasing USEK research and innovation visibility. 

In order to secure a highly qualified human force, not only by recruiting but also by re-

taining high-profile researchers, several measures were taken to increase the recogni-

tion and faculty accomplishments in research. A research and incentives award day 

was launched in 2022 and is to be carried on a yearly basis. USEK has allocated addi-

tional budget for publications costs in addition to funding research projects by faculty 

members. Faculty are now publishing in Scopus indexed journals. However, a more or 

less equal number of publications is also published each year in non-Scopus indexed 

journals. The university strategy is to push all faculty towards Scopus indexed publica-

tions for more visibility. 

In addition to the administrative research units, new multidisciplinary research groups 

were built, with a clear structure in an effort to have a cluster of researchers working 

together under the same priority axes. Faculty members are also considering other 

funding sources for their research. 

 

Research and promotions 

According to the self-evaluation report and the on-site meetings, research is consid-

ered at equal weight with teaching for the faculty assessment and promotion from the 

rank of assistant professor to associate professor and from associate professor to pro-

fessor. In addition, faculty are continuously evaluated according to different rubrics in-

cluding the number of publications in refereed indexed journals, external funded re-

search, participation in national and international meeting/conferences, participation in 

multidisciplinary research groups, etc. 

Faculty members who demonstrated a research load either through publications in 

Scopus indexed journals or through the development of projects or being recipients of 

international sponsored research grants are receiving monetary incentives in addition 

to being alleviated from a full teaching load. 

USEK recently established the Technology Transfer Office which contributes to the 

“third mission” of the university by acting as a liaison between researchers, companies, 

and public authorities. The office aims at transferring technologies from the laboratory 

to the public. It manages the protection of intellectual property, the transfer of technolo-

gies to companies and the creation of spin-offs according to the regulation as regards 

ownership, protection, and transfer of research results obtained within USEK. It reports 

to the Deputy President for Research and Innovation or to the President. While the 

Higher Center for Research promotes research and Innovation in both its theoretic and 

practical aspects, the Technology Transfer Office is oriented towards the economic ex-

ploitation of patents. 

 

Training of young researchers 

Since its establishment in 1977, the Doctoral College has awarded more than 540 doc-

toral degrees in 22 different Ph.D. programmes among which are 19 Ph.D. pro-

grammes in humanities and social sciences. The Doctoral College has established 

new rules and regulations in 2020 to fit the requirement of the MEHE and also to meet 

excellence. Therefore, among the different criteria for selection of the Ph.D. candidates 

besides the grades is the comprehensive exam where each applicant has to demon-

strate his research skills in front of a panel of expert in the respective research field 

(Doctoral Advisory Committee). In addition, and in order to be awarded the doctorate 

degree, the new rules and regulations stipulate the publication of two refereed 
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publications where the main author of each publication is the Ph.D. student. The stu-

dents are urged to publish in Scopus indexed journals in order to increase the visibility. 

The new emerging researchers are already equipped with a strong background for re-

search fortified by the introduction of “qualifying seminar course” in all Ph.D. curricula, 

where each Ph.D. researcher has to participate in at least 10 seminars (webinars, 

meetings, conferences, etc…) during his Ph.D. journey. Since autumn 2019, the num-

ber of enrolled Ph.D. students in the different programmes has witnessed a decrease 

by 22% mainly due to the economic crisis. It can be observed that Ph.D. graduates are 

often recruited by other universities or by key research development units in local and 

international industry. 

 

Assessment 

According to the experts, USEK has made great progress in the area of research. 

Compared to the initial accreditation in 2012, the university’s profile has changed fun-

damentally; in addition to excellence in teaching, research is now also an essential 

component of the institution. The experts appreciate that research activities of the aca-

demic staff are encouraged by the university. Research interest and publication fre-

quency are considered when hiring new academics. The on-site discussions also re-

vealed that students are encouraged to participate in research projects. 

The restructuring of the faculties has undoubtedly helped to open up new, common re-

search topics. 

 

Research and promotions 

Research is visible on campus. The research labs are not to be overlooked; in the 

past, various Erasmus projects have been carried out, through which additional equip-

ment could be financed – most clearly seen in the LTEC. The library shows changing 

exhibitions on historical topics of Lebanon. 

The experts note that research activities are integrated into the curricula through pro-

jects and internships. 

 

Training of young researchers 

Young scientists are obviously supported and promoted by the institution in many 

ways. The university is aware of international requirements for good research, the pro-

tection of the rights of young scientists and the fight against plagiarism. 

The doctoral college and the doctoral regulations make an extraordinarily positive im-

pression on the experts. 

 

Areas for improvement 

Research cooperation with domestic and foreign universities should be further ex-

panded. Strategic partnership contracts with universities abroad could be increased to 

offer more postgraduate/doctorate for the young scientists. 

In addition, the local community is an obvious topic for research. 
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Recommendation 

The research strategy should be further developed. A university-wide approach for 

measuring the quality of research results would be a next step. 

 

3.5. Institution and society 

The experts check whether the strategy of the institution takes the needs of the society 

into account. They also examine the activities with which the institution connects to the 

society among others with cooperation, internationalisation, entrepreneurship, diver-

sity. In addition, the experts review whether the activities fit the strategy. 

 

Current status 

Considering the needs of society 

Anchored in its founding principles and its mission to provide faith-based education 

and development rooted in Catholic tradition and spiritual values, USEK prides itself on 

its close connection with the surrounding community at all levels. Service to society is 

part of the university’s core values. This social commitment can be seen in the follow-

ing areas: 

• Scholarships and financial aid 

• Diversity and inclusion 

• Commitment to sustainable development 

• Preservation of the cultural heritage 

• International collaborations and partnerships 

• Support for innovation and entrepreneurship. 

 

Scholarships and financial aid 

As part of its commitment to financially support students to complete their higher edu-

cation studies and to create an inclusive environment for all local community constitu-

ents, USEK has implemented a comprehensive support system with both need-based 

financial assistance and merit-based scholarships. In the 2021-2022 autumn Semes-

ter, around 50% of USEK students benefitted from discounts on their tuition fees. 

 

Diversity and inclusion 

As part of its mission, USEK has been offering, since its founding, equal access to 

higher education to all constituents of the Lebanese community without any discrimina-

tion. Gender equality is noticeable with a stable ratio of 53% of female students out the 

total student population over the past 5 years, with a decrease of only 1% since 2012. 

This equality is also reflected in gender distribution by academic unit, as the percent-

age of female students in the autumn of 2021 ranged from 36% in the School of Engi-

neering to 67% in the School of Law and Political Sciences and the Faculty of Arts and 

Sciences, the only exception being the Pontifical School of Theology wherein only 6% 

of students are females since the majority are seminarians. 
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As part of its admission processes, USEK offers equal opportunity to students coming 

from all types of high schools. According to official numbers in 2020, 32% of students 

in Lebanon attended public schools that offer free education to Lebanese citizens. In 

the autumn of 2021, 22% of applicants came from public high schools, with an ac-

ceptance rate of 71% and a yield rate of 83% compared to an acceptance rate of 75% 

and a yield rate of 78% for students coming from private schools. 53% of first-time stu-

dents coming from public schools benefitted from discounts on their tuition fees during 

their first semester at USEK. 

Additionally, USEK is on a mission to facilitate equal access for students with develop-

mental disabilities and learning difficulties to the academic, social, and recreational ac-

tivities and programmes through its recently created Access Office. This initiative will 

promote USEK as an inclusive university and will also indicate to parents of school stu-

dents with special needs that USEK is a safe environment offering proper accommoda-

tions to their children. 

 

Sustainable Development 

According to the self-evaluation report, USEK stands out as a green, inclusive and 

sustainable institution through the knowledge, proactivity, collaboration and creativity 

of its community. The university was ranked by GreenMetric World University Ranking 

2017 as 1st Green University in Lebanon and among the 10 ‘Greenest’ Universities in 

the Arab World, and in 2019, 1st Sustainable and Green University in Lebanon and 3rd 

Most Sustainable and Green University in the Arab World of that year. For four consec-

utive years, USEK has been maintaining its top position in Lebanon as the Most Sus-

tainable and Green University in Lebanon. 

Sustainability, as adopted by USEK, is not only environmentalism but it also encapsu-

lates the concepts of social justice and economic development, in accordance to the 

United Nations Sustainability Development Goals (SDG).F

9 

On the functional level, students are very motivated and encouraged to work on pro-

jects related to “Green” initiatives promotion. The General Education framework has 

been restructured covering the (SDG) while enabling students to become “eco-citi-

zens” of the future, actively engaged in the development of societies, empowered with 

a sound culture, possessing know-how as well as humanism, and contributing to the 

establishment of a better world. With the support of the green committee, around 600 

students per semester are building their capacities by pitching classes of civic engage-

ment and “green” concept so they can engineer, run, and execute on these pro-

grammes/projects. 

 

Preservation of the cultural heritage 

USEK plays an active role in the preservation of the Lebanese cultural heritage 

through different units and projects, and by tightening its connections and partnerships 

with national and international organisations with shared interest in cultural heritage 

preservation. Being one of the major units with contribution in this area, the USEK li-

brary has upheld its academic support by establishing three centres since 2006: the 

Conservation and Restoration Center, the Digital Development Center, and the 

 

9 https://sdgs.un.org/goals (accessed 3 May 2023). 

https://sdgs.un.org/goals
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Phoenix Center for Lebanese Studies. These centres help protect important archives 

from permanent damage and loss, while putting them at the disposal of researchers. 

The USEK Library got recently awarded by the Endangered Archives Programme, 

which is funded by the British Library and Arcadia for the project aiming at preserving 

24,848 newspaper pages dating back to 1895 and showcasing the identity crisis of the 

entity that evolved to become the modern-day Lebanon. 

On the level of academic offerings, USEK launched in the 2018-2019 autumn Semes-

ter the BA in Conservation and Restoration of Cultural Property in cooperation with the 

University of Urbino. As a unique academic programme offered in response to the spe-

cific needs of the Lebanese context, the programme offers students the opportunity to 

gain international experience by spending two months in Italy, a trip fully funded by 

USEK in collaboration with the Italian Embassy in Lebanon. As part of this programme, 

students participated in 2021 in the restauration of the Stucco in Sursock Palace that 

was damaged by the Beirut blast in 2020. 

Furthermore, USEK is engaged in multiple projects that aim at preserving the Leba-

nese heritage. An example of these initiatives is the Lebanese Historical Church Res-

toration Project initiated in 2018 in collaboration with the Pázmány Péter Catholic Uni-

versity (Hungary). The first two phases of the project have been accomplished with the 

restauration of 33 churches, and the third phase was launched in January 2023 and 

will include the restauration of 30 churches across the country. 

 

International Collaborations and Partnerships 

Internationalisation is at the heart of the USEK community and a major component of 

the university’s mission. The International Affairs Office strives to develop an interna-

tional environment for students, faculty, and staff to be better prepared to meet the 

challenges of a globalised world. The office manages partnerships, supports interna-

tional cooperation, and promotes student mobility: Currently, the International Affairs 

Office coordinates more than 100 international agreements relating to all the academic 

units and around 40 memberships in national and international organisations. The pur-

poses of these agreements could cover a wide range of collaborations such as offering 

joint academic programmes, sharing knowledge and expertise, or offering mobility op-

portunities to faculty, staff, and students. Despite the difficult circumstances created by 

the COVID-19 pandemic and economic hardship, the mobility of 37 inbound and 33 

outbound faculty and staff, and 19 inbound and 47 outbound students was supported 

during the period 2021-2022. 

 

Support for Innovation and Entrepreneurship 

The Asher Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship was established in 2017 at 

USEK to empower youth and Lebanese individuals, give voice to their bright ideas, 

connect them with like-minded people, provide the right expertise and knowledge to 

enable new ventures and inspire future leaders in Lebanon. Meanwhile, the centre has 

over 40 active startups at different stages and sectors including green, clean-tech, and 

agri-tech sectors. These startups can get advisory support from 50+ network of men-

tors, experts, coaches, and resources such as labs for prototyping, co-working space, 

and investment funding. It also organises workshops, talks, competitions, hackathons, 

and boot camps, and programs, including 10 ideations, 13 four-week design thinking, 

and 2 accelerator programmes with more than 23 USEK startups. 
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Connection to civil society 

As part of the green initiative, USEK works closely with various non-governmental or-

ganisations, to name but a few: UNEP (UN Environment Programme), Ajjerni (which is 

a platform for private rentals), Wave (which offers electric bicycle subscriptions). 

Besides, USEK engages in the “Rebuilding Hope” initiative in support of the students 

affected by the Beirut port explosion in August 2020. 

Several agreements grant Lebanese Army, Internal Security Forces, and General Se-

curity Forces servicemen and women as well as their dependents tuition fee discounts 

for their undergraduate and graduate studies. 

Within the context of an inclusive educational approach, USEK has signed a Memoran-

dum of Understanding with the National Autism Community (NAC) to set out a long-

term accessibility plan for students with a certain disability, providing them with various 

types of accommodations and facilities to help them succeed in their academic path 

and enjoy their campus life experience. As already described in chapter three, the uni-

versity buildings meet a variety of needs with rooms designed for wheelchair access 

and access ramps recently added on all campus entrances. By the end of the 2022-

2023 Academic Year, USEK aims to make the Kaslik Campus fully accessible for all 

students so that they can participate fully in the academic, social, and sports life of the 

university. 

 

Assessment 

The expert panel highly appreciate the strong and active affection of USEK to its local 

neighbourhood as well as to Lebanese society needs. The university’s mission affirms 

both its commitment and its responsibility to the further improvement of society. 

The self-evaluation report and the interviews during the site visit also gave proof that 

university executives, staff and students give high attention to this mission. In all dis-

cussions with members of the university, there was a high level of willingness to partic-

ipate in addressing the current social crisis. Their own values are formative, but never 

exclusive, always inclusive, encompassing all aspects of Lebanon’s diverse society. 

The many activities that the university carries out on campus and together with civil so-

ciety are impressive. In the view of the experts, it can be seen as great asset of USEK 

to be such an active part in the society. 

 

Areas for improvement 

The integration with the neighbourhood and the social commitment are impressive. In 

the view of the experts’ this could also open up more scientific opportunities to evalu-

ate experiences and develop models. More “applied social research” would be a field 

in which USEK could focus on, addressing issues and challenges of modern Lebanon 

which could also become topic of teaching. Besides, this would open doors to interna-

tional researchers. 

 

Recommendation 

USEK should further strengthen its links with the neighbouring community and expand 

its social and “green” engagement. 
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3.6. Quality assurance 

The criterion focuses on the internal and external mechanisms used by the institution 

to monitor and improve its quality. The experts check the existing quality assurance 

concept of the institution, which indicators are used for monitoring the achievement of 

objectives and how the institution and the persons responsible for the programme sys-

tematically collect, analyse and use relevant information about their activities. Moreo-

ver, the experts examine whether quality assurance is used regularly, systematically 

and effectively for quality enhancement, if quality feed-back loops are closed and how 

the institution fosters the development of a quality culture in general. 

 

Current status 

The quality assurance concept 

According to the self-evaluation report and several meetings with the Institutional Re-

search and Assessment Office at USEK, continuous improvement and excellence are 

the key points of USEK’s activities and strategic planning. In its mission, USEK is com-

mitted to providing students “a high quality American-style education” and has set “ex-

cellence in teaching and learning”, “excellence in quality service”, and “creativity and 

continuous improvement” as part of its core values. The university’s strategic plans for 

the years 2015-2018 and 2018-2022 included specific emphasis on the fostering and 

sustaining a culture of excellence and continuous improvement on the organisational, 

service, and academic levels. 

Table 4 illustrates USEK’s concept of continuous improvement. 

 

Table 4 – Continuous improvement process (Source: Self-evaluation report, p. 38) 

 

USEK quality assurance focuses on the effectiveness in the areas of organisation, stu-

dent services and academic goals. The effectiveness of the institution’s organisational 

structure and system of governance shall be reviewed regularly and systematically on 

an annual basis. The review involves the different academic and administrative units, 

which submit their progress reports. Progress reports and milestones are examined 
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and analysed by the Office of the Provost and the Institutional Research and Assess-

ment Office. 

USEK has centralised all its procedures, forms, workflows, and regulations on its intra-

net site. Promoting a paperless environment, the university started to convert its forms 

and procedures into workflows to improve efficiency, automate the processes results, 

eliminate unnecessary steps, standardise procedures, and keep audit trails. The insti-

tution measures the performance and the efficiency of the procedures to demonstrate 

compliance with the determined requirements; these activities of supervision and 

measurement are carried out consistently through conducting internal auditing at 

planned intervals. 

USEK is the first university in Lebanon and the region to receive matrix accreditation10 

for its student services offices, recognising that the university is committed to providing 

students with 360-degree services and support. To track and improve the quality of all 

student services, all offices are required at the beginning of each semester to submit 

an action plan for the upcoming academic year, which is reviewed at the end of the au-

tumn semester and by the end of the year in question by the Office of the Deputy Pres-

ident for Students. By the end of each academic year, each office is also requested to 

submit an activity report detailing completed, uncompleted, and pending actions and 

mentioning the need for any extraordinary measures. 

A campus well-being survey is conducted every semester, which covers different as-

pects of student life, such as student services and campus life. According to the re-

sults, all units can assess their performance, which helps identify the areas for im-

provement, recognise efficient services, and put forth new proposals. 

Academic effectiveness is examined at various levels: at course level as well as at pro-

gramme and institutional level. Various quantitative and qualitative tools are used to 

evaluate students’ success. 

At course level, the course syllabus forms the basis for assessment as a whole, it links 

learning outcomes with assessment methods. Since 2021, the course portfolio collec-

tion procedure for all the schools/faculty follows a common predefined structure. At the 

end of every semester, the Institutional Research and Assessment Office sends sur-

veys to students and faculty members. The teaching and learning experience is evalu-

ated by students through a course feedback survey and by lecturers through a faculty 

self-evaluation of courses, in addition to peer review of teaching. 

 

Indicators and collection of information 

USEK uses a variety of quantitative and qualitative data to measure student success 

throughout their education and beyond graduation. This data, used to measure and en-

hance students’ success and educational experiences and to support decision-making, 

cover the areas student enrolment, retention and graduation rates. All data are gath-

ered from the Student Information System by the Institutional Research and Assess-

ment Office that prepares the analytics related to the students’ progression indicators, 

shares it on the university website, and disseminates it to the concerned persons for 

 

10 The matrix Standard is an international quality standard for organisations that deliver information, ad-

vice and/or guidance. It helps providers to improve their services by benchmarking against best prac-

tice and it offers accreditation to those that meet the full standard. The matrix label ensures the quality 

of the delivery of high-quality information, advice and guidance. Cf. https://matrixstandard.com/ (ac-

cessed 3 May 2023). 

https://matrixstandard.com/
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review, appraisal and decision-making. Indicators are published in the yearly factbook 

by degree level (undergraduate, graduate, postgraduate, continuous education), by 

programme, by faculty, and by location (USEK Campus and Regional University Cen-

tres). They include different metrics such as the first-year retention, graduation rates, 

inter-university transfer, students on probation, and employment rates. 

Using such ongoing analysis of data, USEK’s administration continuously analyses 

and works on improving students’ academic paths. For example, during the last aca-

demic year, the Office of the Provost reviewed the admission criteria based on the pro-

gramme requirements and on the background needed to ensure better students’ 

achievements of learning outcomes. Moreover, the university plans on creating a foun-

dation programme to support students who did not qualify academically for admission 

into their desired majors by offering them preparatory courses that will allow them to 

progress and succeed in their first-choice degree. 

USEK considers that educational effectiveness is not only limited to the academic 

paths, but has another major impact on the graduates’ employment and efficient inte-

gration in the marketplace. Therefore, on the one hand, potential employers take part 

in the programmes assessment process; on the other hand, the Institutional Research 

and Assessment Office keeps on tracking graduates’ employability through a ”first des-

tination survey”, which is focused on graduates’ employment after one year from grad-

uation and includes questions about the support of the Career Services Office and the 

Asher Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship. The results of this survey are used 

to identify the employment rate after 6 to 12 months from graduation. 

In accordance with the self-image of a student-centred institution, USEK monitors stu-

dents’ academic experiences and levels of achievement by surveying both students 

and graduates with a variety of instruments:  

• The students’ well-being survey is used to gather students’ feedback on differ-

ent aspects of their university life, including academic quality, student support 

services, and general services, as well as to rate the different factors for which 

the students have chosen to enrol at USEK. This survey is completed by all 

students at the end of every semester. 

• A national survey of student engagement was launched in spring 2017. The 

participation rate reached 63% with 1,551 respondents out of 2,466 sopho-

more, junior and senior students. 

• A programme experience survey, previously known as end-of-programme exit 

survey, is sent to students upon graduation and includes questions about the 

graduate’s academic experience and their satisfaction with the support ser-

vices. This survey, originally used for programme assessment, was revised in 

spring 2021 to include a section about the programme’s contribution to spe-

cific competencies linked to the institutional learning outcomes. 

• An alumni programme feedback survey is focused on the competencies 

earned through the academic programmes and the contribution of the educa-

tion at USEK to the graduate’s adaptability in the workplace. 

 

Systematic analysis and closing feedback loops 

USEK has put in place different mechanisms to increase students’ participation in the 

decision-making process and to improve communication between the university admin-

istration and students. On the level of students’ feedback in the end of semester 

course evaluations, and since results of these surveys cannot be shared publicly with 
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the university community to ensure the confidentiality of the data, students’ comments 

in the open-ended question were made available to deans starting spring 2022 for ac-

tion taking accordingly. Students’ feedback on their experience is complemented by 

the participation of students’ representatives in the meetings of their respective 

schools’ councils where they can raise any concerns over academic issues, such as 

course contents, teaching methods, assessment criteria, resources, and feedback, 

while providing testimonials of good practice. 

On the institutional level, the role of students’ representative has been advanced with 

the creation of the Deputy President for Students position in 2019 and the support of 

the Student Affairs Office. Student representatives hold bi-weekly meetings to discuss 

student concerns and proposals and report them to the Student Affairs Office. 

Student participation within these entities has contributed to the organisation and sup-

port for several activities based on student initiatives, such as the 2022 end-of-year 

event, in addition to addressing student needs, such as gym membership offers for 

students and the installation of a secured box for the submission of official papers out-

side regular office hours, to name a few. 

The Institutional Research and Assessment Office, in collaboration with the Deputy 

President for Students, are planning on adding a section to the student well-being sur-

vey to assess the satisfaction of students with the representation system. In its self-

evaluation report, USEK stated that for the academic year 2021-2022, 83% of the stu-

dents responded with “Yes certainly” or “Yes probably” to the question of the well-be-

ing survey “Do you think that your answers to this questionnaire will be taken into con-

sideration?” 

 

University quality culture 

As already described, regular consultations are held with university stakeholders at 

programme level. The university sees the various external evaluations and accredita-

tions, which have been increasingly addressed since 2012, as an essential building 

block towards a true “quality culture”: Several external programme evaluations have 

been carried out in recent years as part of accreditations (ABET, NAAB, WFME, etc.). 

Several programmes are still under review for accreditation, including the business 

programmes with the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business 

(AACSB). AACSB accreditation is expected to be obtained between 2024 and 2026. 

In parallel, an internal review standard for non-externally accredited programmes has 

been developed for implementation from spring 2023. This involves the development 

of a self-study based on a set of standards, including programme outcomes, content 

and structure, learning assessment, programme resources, student success and out-

comes, and the assessment process. 

Student learning outcomes are comprehensively evaluated annually and industry advi-

sors are consulted in the evaluation process. Implementation strategies are developed 

during departmental meetings and summaries of actions taken are presented and dis-

cussed with the industry advisors. Online tools are currently being developed to enable 

teachers to record the results of assessment tools used in their courses and depart-

ment heads to access this data. 
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Assessment 

From the experts’ point of view, USEK has an exceptionally well-developed quality as-

surance system, which is based on a variety of proven policies, guidelines and formal-

ised procedures, while remaining agile and under constant review. Many offices of the 

university are involved and actively contribute to its implementation. There is no doubt 

that the university attaches great importance to institutional effectiveness. Comprehen-

sive monitoring is also sought in the area of teaching, and findings also inform teach-

ing. 

The experts particularly emphasise the system of peer review of lectures and courses, 

which is not very often a matter of course in universities. The fact that teachers accept 

this as a method of quality assurance is impressive and speaks for a university-wide 

understanding of quality. 

The quality assurance tools developed in recent years appear to be widely accepted 

and implemented. The Institutional Research and Assessment Office works efficiently 

and closely with the university management. Discussions with lecturers and the admin-

istration revealed a broad acceptance of the QA activities and the trustful cooperation 

was emphasised several times. Students express high satisfaction with education as 

well as student services at USEK. 

Assessment criteria, indicators, and tools are clearly defined, as are the processes and 

responsibilities. Further development and improvement is seen as an obligation. 

As has been described elsewhere in this report, the various processes and activities at 

USEK are interlinked: study programmes are developed with high standards and their 

compliance is systematically and continuously monitored. Teachers with excellent CVs 

are recruited and supported in the delivery of their teaching through the various institu-

tions of the university. Since 2012, USEK has undergone a series of external evalua-

tions, which has led to a real permeation of the institution and an awareness of quality 

in higher education. The experts can only recommend it: Keep up the good work! 

 

Areas for improvement 

The role of the LTEC in the quality process could be extended, for example by devel-

oping improvement models for courses where student feedback and examination re-

sults indicate weaknesses. Outstanding teachers with high grades could also be given 

more publicity. 

According to the experts, it would also be useful and interesting to develop and discuss 

indicators for monitoring the strategic goals, especially for large study programmes 

such as Psychology. 

The experts’ impression is that students feel informed, but perhaps it could be made 

clearer to them what concrete changes have been made based on previous student 

feedback. 

 

Recommendation 

USEK should create a "community of practice" to support the work of the LTEC in its 

improvement activities through "learning and teaching champions" from the faculty. 

USEK’s experience in developing and implementing its QA strategy should be pub-

lished. 
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4. Programme assessment 

The programmes to be assessed are located in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. The 

Faculty of Arts and Sciences at USEK, founded in 2019, is the result of the merge of 

the Faculty of Letters (1950), Faculty of Philosophy and Humanities (1950), Faculty of 

Sciences (2000), and Faculty of Music (1970) as part of an academic reengineering 

process initiated and approved in 201711. The faculty embraces a variety of pro-

grammes supporting research, teaching and students’ learning experience in Humani-

ties, Social Sciences, Arts, and Natural Sciences, in addition to Mathematics, Compu-

ting, and Nutrition. There are currently around 2,200 students enrolled. 

In the following assessment of the study programmes, four ESG standards are re-

viewed: programme profile (separately for each programme), curriculum (also sepa-

rately for each programme), student assessment (summarised for all programmes) and 

organisation of the programmes (summarised for all programmes). 

 

4.1. Programme profiles 

The profile and objectives of a study programme is an essential criterion for the as-

sessment. The experts have to evaluate, whether the objectives of each programme 

are in line with the profile and the strategic goals of the institution. Further, they assess 

if the intended learning outcomes of the programmes are well defined, publicly acces-

sible and whether they correspond to the type and level of qualification provided by the 

programme. They also consider whether the intended learning outcomes are based on 

academic or professional requirements (standards), public needs and the demands of 

the labour market, and if they contribute to the employability of the graduates. The ex-

perts have to evaluate the pro-grammes’ relation to research (procurement of scientific 

methods in theory and practice, research-based teaching). The experts assess 

whether the profile and objectives of the programmes comply with internationally ac-

cepted standards. The experts consider the international dimension of each pro-

gramme and verify whether the qualification of the academic staff is adequate in terms 

of the profile and the objectives of the programme. 

 

4.1.1. Education – Basic Education (B.A.) 

Current status 

Programme profile and objectives 

The study programme “Education – Basic Education (B.A.)” is a three-year full-time 

programme (96 credits). Successful graduates receive a Bachelor’s degree.  

The main mission of this programme is to train future teachers with moral, human and 

ethical, values, and an ability for scientific reasoning skills confirmed in education at 

the primary level (in cycles I and II), and an ability to manage a class independently 

and responsibly. These skills shall empower future teachers to integrate into the labour 

market, access higher education and research. 

The educational objectives are described as follows: 

 

11 The merger was a recommendation of the institutional review by evalag. 
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1. Graduates will become qualified teachers who will engage their skills for the 

promotion of education at the forefront of technology and professional and 

ethical knowledge. 

2. Graduates will make careers in schools, especially in primary schools and will 

be education specialists adapted to training in sub cycles I and II. 

3. Graduates will demonstrate all the skills necessary to pursue a graduate 

course and excellent research. 

4. Graduates will become teacher leaders in knowledge transmission and de-

sign, and in the evaluation of the teaching and learning process.12 

 

Learning outcomes 

At the end of the programme, students will be able to: 

a. Analyse, through observation and reflection, a variety of educational philoso-

phies and approaches, and develop personal learning styles and an individual 

teaching philosophy. 

b. Apply theories of learning to instructional decision-making, with attention to di-

verse learners’ characteristics. 

c. Demonstrate the knowledge needed to promote psychological and cross-cul-

tural understanding, along with educational equity in the classroom, to meet 

the diverse needs of students. 

d. Demonstrate competences, ethical and professional skills in a diverse and 

technological society in order to develop commitment to professional growth 

and to the ethical responsibilities of school teachers. 

 

e. Demonstrate ability to write in a scholarly manner and apply rigorously the 

standards of research methodology. 

f. Distinguish the grammatical and linguistic specificities of the language, used 

as a language of teaching and oral and written communication, in order to 

conduct educational analysis on different kinds of texts. 

g. Integrate the educational objectives into different didactic situations, in order 

to achieve the practical activities, and evaluation modalities that support the 

theoretical approaches in teaching languages and scientific subjects. 

 

Relation to academic and professional requirements and public needs 

The main employment destinations for graduate students of the programme are the 

schools where they can become qualified teachers in primary schools, cycles I and II. 

The Bachelor’s studies will be consolidated by the Teaching Diploma. 

 

  

 

12 Cf. self-evaluation report, p. 44 
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Relation between study and research 

In every course, the students will have the opportunity to partake research in a field rel-

evant to the specific course. This will prepare students to lead research related to their 

discipline and to be active in elaborating courses’ contents. This form of collaboration 

focuses on the joint acquisition of knowledge. The active learning approach is adopted 

for course delivery to permit students to participate in building the courses throughout 

their research. 

The programme is deeply related to research since the faculty members keep on track-

ing the new national standards in primary education, the latest research development 

and the new teaching and learning methods to be adapted into their course. For this 

purpose, the REFA (=Recherches en Éducation pour la Formation et l’Apprentissage) 

Laboratory was established, which promotes research in collaboration between differ-

ent partners at the Department of Educational Sciences, researchers-professors at 

USEK as well as educators of universities and schools interested in the research in the 

fields of pedagogy, didactic and education management. Conferences, seminars, the-

matic colloquies are often organised, open to staff and students. The platform pro-

motes interdepartmental exchange, and interfaculty exchange based on the principle 

stipulating that humanities and social sciences are continuously correlating. The re-

searchers as well as the Master and Ph.D. students work in the REFA laboratory to 

meet the needs of basic education for the constant perfection of the teacher in cycles I 

and II. Papers published in the context of the laboratory are used by faculty members 

and students as a reference book. 

 

International dimension 

The Education Department has partnership agreements with several universities in 

Belgium, France, Canada, and Italy. Furthermore, there are affiliation to the Réseau 

International Francophone des Etablissements de Formation de Formateurs (RIFEFF), 

Canada, the Association of Catholic Institutes of Education (ACISE), Canada, and the 

Association for the Development of Evaluation Methodologies in Education (ADMEE), 

Lebanon and Europe. The Bachelor’s programme is comparable to similar pro-

grammes offered in France, Belgium and Canada, notably at the Catholic University of 

West Angers in France and the Catholic University of Louvain in Belgium. 

 

Staff qualification (see also criterion 3.3) 

USEK has an established procedure for the recruitment and appointment of teaching 

staff, which is laid down by bylaws. The application and selection procedures follow a 

defined set of requirements and a process based on the required qualifications of the 

applicants. In addition to teaching competence, scientific reputation is a decisive crite-

rion. USEK offers opportunities for further development of competences. 

In addition to the graduate teaching staff (usually Ph.D.), the programme also employs 

assistants. 

 

Assessment 

Programme profile and objectives 

According to the expert panel, the profile of the programme is clear and the overall ob-

jectives are well defined and described. Discussions with students and employers 
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revealed that there is also clarity from this side about the competences taught in the 

programme. 

 

Learning outcomes and relation to academic and professional requirements and public 

needs 

In the view of the experts, the described learning outcomes are concise, clear and 

aligned with the content. The defined outcomes correspond to the level of awarded 

qualification. The Bachelor’s programme provides teaching skills and can be deepened 

later with the Teaching Diploma. According to the students, this is successful. 

 

Relation between study and research 

The teaching of scientific methods is completely in line with the Bachelor’s level. Basic 

scientific work (theorising, research, citation) is taught, and small practical exercises 

are also integrated into the study programme. 

 

International dimension 

According to the lecturers, there is lively contact with the partner universities. However, 

because of Corona, neither staff nor students have been able to make visits in either 

direction in recent years. 

 

Staff qualification (see also criterion 3.3) 

According to the experts, the staff for the Bachelor’s programme is well positioned. 

 

Areas for improvement 

Contacts with foreign partners should be strengthened now that the pandemic is over. 

As the current difficult situation in Lebanon makes real exchange difficult, new media 

should be used and joint online teaching events could be considered. 

Recommendations or conditions 

None. 

 

4.1.2. Journalism and Communication (B.A.) 

Current status 

Programme profile and objectives 

The study programme “Journalism and Communication (B.A.)” is a three-year full-time 

programme (96 credits). Successful graduates receive a Bachelor’s degree.  

The main mission of this programme is to prepare students to become professional 

media practitioners (reporters, editors, copywriters, designers and layout artists, etc.) 

and communication professionals. The curriculum will improve their techniques of ex-

pression and communication, and develop their capacities to understand, analyse and 

judge events and social phenomena, providing leading research and generating 

knowledge. 
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The educational objectives are described as follows: 

1. Graduates will acquire strong academic knowledge and state of the art tech-

niques in journalism. 

2. Graduates will develop professional skills (writing, reporting, editing, shooting, 

filming…). 

3. Graduates will practice journalism and communication in various types of me-

dia, namely online journalism. 

 

Learning outcomes 

At the end of the programme, students will be able to: 

a. Use different techniques of expression in different contexts to elaborate a cor-

rect and coherent text in a target language. 

b. Use the contributions of related disciplines in their specialisation. 

c. Implement audio-visual and multimedia technology and demonstrate working 

knowledge to produce effective communication. 

d. Understand and analyse social, political, and historical events, as well as eco-

nomic issues. 

e. Identify and abide by ethical standards. 

f. Identify, select, and use appropriate communication strategies. 

g. Integrate required knowledge and skills to be professional practitioners (writ-

ers, reporters, editors) using specific norms and techniques. 

h. Develop the ability to edit and write effectively for a variety of media. 

i. Acquire critical thinking skills and will be able to analyse texts and pictures in 

the light of theoretical concepts. 

j. Implement the learning outcomes of their courses in a real-life professional 

workplace. 

 

Relation to academic and professional requirements and public needs 

The graduates from this programme work with local and national newspapers, maga-

zines, and websites and in public relations. Some also progress to graduate studies. 

Graduates from the BA in Journalism degree can hold the position of newspaper re-

porters, magazine feature writers, digital content writers, TV producers/research-

ers/presenters, PR executives, or social media executives. 

 

Relation between study and research 

The Journalism and Communication programmes are analytically driven, with a strong 

emphasis on research through several courses. Both undergraduate and Master stu-

dents are taught scientific research methods and are required to submit research pa-

pers throughout their studies. 
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International dimension 

The Department of Journalism and Communication benefits from several agreements 

established by the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. In particular, the department has a 

specific agreement with the École Publique de Journalisme de Tours in France. This 

agreement allows for the exchange of students and faculty, as well as collaboration on 

research and other academic projects. The department is also able to draw on the re-

sources and expertise of the École Publique de Journalisme de Tours to enhance the 

training and professional development of its students. 

 

Staff qualification (see also criterion 3.3) 

USEK has an established procedure for the recruitment and appointment of teaching 

staff, which is laid down by bylaws. The application and selection procedures follow a 

defined set of requirements and a process based on the required qualifications of the 

applicants. In addition to teaching competence, scientific reputation is a decisive crite-

rion. USEK offers opportunities for further development of competences. 

In addition to the graduate teaching staff (usually Ph.D.), the programme also employs 

assistants. 

 

Assessment 

Programme profile and objectives 

According to the expert panel, the profile of the programme is clear and the overall ob-

jectives are well defined and described. Discussions with students and employers re-

vealed that there is also clarity from this side about the competences taught in the pro-

gramme. The programme and the orientation seem very modern and attractive to the 

experts. 

 

Learning outcomes and relation to academic and professional requirements and public 

needs 

In the view of the experts, the described learning outcomes are concise, clear and 

aligned with the content. The defined outcomes correspond to the level of awarded 

qualification and the qualifications provided promise opportunities in the labour market 

of an increasingly mediatised society. As mentioned above, the content is up-to-date, 

but the programme should go beyond traditional journalism by media professionals 

and also address the PR activities of companies and institutions that supply the media.  

 

Relation between study and research 

The teaching of scientific methods is completely in line with the Bachelor’s level. Basic 

scientific work (theorising, research, citation) is taught, and small practical exercises 

are also integrated into the study programme. 
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International dimension 

According to the lecturers, there is lively contact with the partner universities. However, 

because of Corona, neither staff nor students have been able to make visits in either 

direction in recent years. 

 

Staff qualification (see also criterion 3.3) 

According to the experts, the staff for the Bachelor’s programme is well positioned. 

 

Areas for improvement 

Contacts with foreign partners should be strengthened now that the pandemic is over. 

As the current difficult situation in Lebanon makes real exchange difficult, new media 

should be used and joint online teaching events could be considered. 

 

Recommendations or conditions 

The programme should not only focus on classical journalism, i.e., working in the me-

dia, but also on PR activities of companies and institutions that have to supply media. 

 

4.1.3. Language and Literature (B.A.) 

Current status 

Programme profile and objectives 

The study programme “Language and Literature (B.A.)” is a three-year full-time pro-

gramme (96 credits). Successful graduates receive a Bachelor’s degree.  

The main mission of this programme is to develop the undergraduate students’ com-

municative competence in Arabic / English / French and critical thinking skills to de-

velop writing and speaking skills and to interpret literature. It works toward forming stu-

dents academically and tends to achieve intercultural dialogue between these lan-

guages. It also provides the students with the educational resources that enhance their 

appreciation of the significance of the language and literature in the world today and 

promote cultural exchanges between Lebanon, the region, and the world.  

The educational objectives are described as follows: 

1. Graduates will be able to think critically when they evaluate literary texts and 

linguistic situations. 

2. Graduate will work successfully as educators by teaching the Arabic / French / 

English language and literature, coordination Arabic / French / English 

courses, and promoting Arabic / Francophone / English culture in schools. 

 

Learning outcomes 

At the end of their academic path, Languages and Literature students will be able to: 

a. Classify literary works and explain concepts of literature. 

b. Analyse literary works critically. 
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c. Distinguish and explain basic linguistic concepts. 

d. Use linguistic knowledge to analyse real-life situations critically. 

e. Apply different literary theories to evaluate literature. 

f. Apply various linguistic approaches to evaluate real situation texts. 

g. Write effectively for different purposes. 

h. Communicate effectively and use speaking skills for various purposes. 

i. Relate language and literature to wider social and historical contexts. 

j. Demonstrate knowledge and awareness of varied cultural situations related to 

literature and language. 

 

Relation to academic and professional requirements and public needs 

In the current Lebanese context, there is much demand for professionals in fields due 

to the significant shortage of language and literature teachers, editors, writers, and 

communication-skilled employees. As a result, and given that the programme focuses 

on various skills (writing, speaking, analysing, and teaching), its graduates are hired as 

soon as and even before they graduate. They can work in several positions such as 

primary and secondary school teacher, university teacher, analyst and critic in several 

fields such as literature, linguistics, and art, editorial positions, writer of school, univer-

sity and personal textbooks and books, and participant in academic programmes and 

course development, researcher in the field of language and literature, or in the field of 

comparative linguistics and literature, cultural representative and delegation in mass 

media, social worker, advertising and public relations specialist or any other position 

requiring explicit communication skills. 

 

Relation between study and research 

The programme stresses on research as an integral part of academic performance and 

trains students to think critically and develop their analytical skills. Throughout the cur-

riculum, students are taught to use referencing styles in writing, persuade and argue, 

and defend a thesis statement by relying on secondary resources. 

The university library provides them with an important research base through the 

books they can consult or online resources they can access. To demonstrate their ac-

quired knowledge in research methodology, students write research papers and arti-

cles and present their own papers orally in class. As such, the programme prepares 

them to further their research skills in the Master’s and Ph.D. programmes. Finally, stu-

dents are formed by teachers who are themselves researchers and trained academics. 

 

International dimension 

The Department of Languages and Literatures has partnership agreements with uni-

versities in Belgium, France, Spain, Italy, and Poland. Students from Italy have been 

welcomed to study at USEK. Two exchange professors from Poland and Turkey also 

visited USEK last spring semester to teach courses. 
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Staff qualification (see also criterion 3.3) 

USEK has an established procedure for the recruitment and appointment of teaching 

staff, which is laid down by bylaws. The application and selection procedures follow a 

defined set of requirements and a process based on the required qualifications of the 

applicants. In addition to teaching competence, scientific reputation is a decisive crite-

rion. USEK offers opportunities for further development of competences. 

In addition to the graduate teaching staff (usually Ph.D.), the programme also employs 

assistants. 

 

Assessment 

Programme profile and objectives 

According to the expert panel, the profile of the programme is clear and the overall ob-

jectives are well defined and described. Discussions with students and employers re-

vealed that there is also clarity from this side about the competences taught in the pro-

gramme. The programme and the orientation seem very modern and attractive to the 

experts. 

 

Learning outcomes and relation to academic and professional requirements and public 

needs 

In the view of the experts, the described learning outcomes are concise, clear and 

aligned with the content. The defined outcomes correspond to the level of awarded 

qualification. As already mentioned, the content seems to be up-to-date and the qualifi-

cations provided promise opportunities in the labour market of an increasingly media-

tised society. 

 

Relation between study and research 

The teaching of scientific methods is completely in line with the Bachelor’s level. Basic 

scientific work (theorising, research, citation) is taught, and small practical exercises 

are also integrated into the study programme. 

 

International dimension 

According to the lecturers, there is lively contact with the partner universities. However, 

because of Corona, neither staff nor students have been able to make visits in either 

direction in recent years. 

 

Staff qualification (see also criterion 3.3) 

According to the experts, the staff for the Bachelor’s programme is well positioned. 

 

Areas for improvement 

Contacts with foreign partners should be strengthened now that the pandemic is over. 

As the current difficult situation in Lebanon makes real exchange difficult, new media 

should be used and joint online teaching events could be considered. 
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Recommendations or conditions 

None. 

 

4.1.4. Modern Languages and Translation (B.A.) 

Current status 

Programme profile and objectives 

The study programme “Modern Languages and Translation (B.A.)” is a three-year full-

time programme (96 credits). Successful graduates receive a Bachelor’s degree. 

The mission of the programme is to enable students to promote interlinguistic commu-

nication. They will achieve a complete knowledge and practice of Arabic, French and 

English simultaneously with the other international languages elective acquisition as 

well as the art of translation and interpretation from one of these languages into an-

other. The programme is concerned with promoting multilingualism and rewardingly, to 

train professionals in the practice of written translation and interpretation. 

The educational objectives are described as follows: 

1. Graduates are trained to become successful and professional trilingual trans-

lators (Arabic / French / English) who produce quality translations in multicul-

tural contexts. 

2. Graduates are trained to teach translation and modern languages in primary 

and secondary classes. 

3. Graduates are trained to develop professional competencies and skills 

through lifelong learning. 

 

Learning outcomes 

At the end of this programme, students will be able to 

a. Teach English, French, and Arabic language. 

b. Develop bilingual and/or trilingual glossaries. 

c. Teach general translation courses. 

d. Contribute to lingual monitoring in their native and foreign language. 

e. Perform economic and legal specialised translations. 

f. Intervene in international negotiations and mediations. 

 

Relation to academic and professional requirements and public needs 

Future graduates may become cultivated multilingual translators open to dialogue and 

communication, professionals in the practice of written translation, teachers or consult-

ants of modern languages and translation, sworn translators, translators in public ser-

vices, embassies, banking, language analysts, touristic guides, etc. The university re-

ports that the employment rate of graduates of the programme is high. 
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Relation between study and research 

Since translation is interrelated to various disciplines comprising, among others, lin-

guistic issues, comparative literature, specific terminologies, technical concepts, and 

cultural topics, translators often must work with diverse areas of specialisation depend-

ing on the subject and the language of the material they are required to translate. Con-

sequently, the programme puts a high value on activating research seen from two 

complementary angles: 

• Translation-oriented research that is necessary to understand properly the 

content of the text that should be translated and to produce quality translation 

in the target language. The programme focuses on introducing students to re-

search methods and techniques to ensure their professional success. Be-

sides, students are assigned to present research papers or term papers to 

pass courses. 

• Innovative research dealing with issues and topics of great interest in the field 

of translation. Both teachers and students are encouraged to take part in aca-

demic events, conferences, seminars, symposiums, training sessions, etc., in 

or outside USEK, in Lebanon or abroad, to expand their knowledge and gain 

continuous enriching experiences. 

Particular importance is attached to the promotion of research, by encouraging teach-

ers to publish papers and articles in the “Revue des Lettres et de Traduction”, affiliated 

to USEK, and in scientific journals, and by constantly encouraging students to continue 

their higher education in order to obtain Master’s and Doctorate degrees in the field of 

translation. 

 

International dimension 

The Department of Languages and Literatures has partnership agreements with uni-

versities in Belgium, France, and Spain. Staff are also involved in scientific associa-

tions like the Conférence Internationale des Responsables des Universités et Instituts 

Scientifiques d’expression française (CIRUISEF) and the Conférence Internationale 

des Formations d’Ingénieurs et Techniciens d’expression française (CITEF). 

Several international guest researchers visited USEK in recent years for lectures and 

workshops. 

 

Staff qualification (see also criterion 3.3) 

USEK has an established procedure for the recruitment and appointment of teaching 

staff, which is laid down by bylaws. The application and selection procedures follow a 

defined set of requirements and a process based on the required qualifications of the 

applicants. In addition to teaching competence, scientific reputation is a decisive crite-

rion. USEK offers opportunities for further development of competences. 

In addition to the graduate teaching staff (usually Ph.D.), the programme also employs 

assistants. 
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Assessment 

Programme profile and objectives 

According to the expert panel, the profile of the programme is clear and the overall ob-

jectives are well defined and described. Discussions with students as well as with em-

ployers revealed that there is also clarity from this side about the competences taught 

in the programme. The excellent qualifications of the graduates were highlighted sev-

eral times by the reviewers. The very good language skills of the students, even in the 

lower semesters, were also evident. 

 

Learning outcomes and relation to academic and professional requirements and public 

needs 

In the view of the experts, the described learning outcomes are concise, clear and 

aligned with the content. The defined outcomes correspond to the level of awarded 

qualification. There are many subsequent areas of work, particularly in an international 

and/or tourism environment. 

 

Relation between study and research 

The teaching of scientific methods is completely in line with the Bachelor’s level. Basic 

scientific work (theorising, research, citation) is taught. The experts appreciate how 

students are encouraged to write and publish their own research papers and that they 

are supported in carrying out their own projects. 

 

International dimension 

According to the lecturers, there is lively contact and exchange with the partner institu-

tions abroad. 

 

Staff qualification (see also criterion 3.3) 

According to the experts, the staff for the Bachelor’s programme is well positioned. 

 

Areas for improvement 

As in all the bachelor’s programmes evaluated, contacts with foreign partners should 

be strengthened. Regarding the current difficult situation in Lebanon, virtual exchange 

seems more realistic than visits. For this purpose, new media should be used and joint 

online teaching events could be considered. 

 

Recommendations or conditions 

None. 
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4.1.5. Philosophy (B.A.) 

Current status 

Programme profile and objectives 

The study programme “Philosophy (B.A.)” is a three-year full-time programme (96 

credits). Successful graduates receive a Bachelor’s degree.  

The main mission of this programme is to provide students with a broad and intensive 

training in philosophy and offer them the opportunity to develop critical thinking compe-

tencies, in order to analyse the major issues of our time and to have the ability to han-

dle complex logical arguments. 

The educational objectives are described as follows: 

1. Graduates will become qualified teachers and professionals in philosophy in 

secondary education schools. 

2. Graduates will make careers in interdisciplinary environments such as journal-

ism and media. 

3. Graduates will demonstrate all the skills necessary to pursue a graduate 

course and carry out excellent research. 

4. Graduates will become leaders in the conversion of thinking. 

 

Learning outcomes 

At the end of this programme, students will be able to: 

a. Correlate the various fields of human sciences and target the interaction be-

tween philosophy and other sciences. 

b. Recognise that philosophical wisdom is transboundary and prioritise the Arab 

world and the Far Eastern world. 

c. Assess the contribution of classical philosophy and tradition as the foundation 

of modernity. 

d. Develop a rational approach to compare the different currents or tendencies 

and philosophical schools. 

e. Create questioning situations that highlight reflection upon ontological and an-

thropological problems. 

f. Build up an ethical-political knowledge and integrate it into action. 

g. Validate the parameters of meaning in their various linguistic, artistic and reli-

gious expressions. 

h. Put into practice the knowledge acquired, evaluate training, and master the 

fundamental skills pertaining to teaching philosophy and pedagogy. 

 

Relation to academic and professional requirements and public needs 

Upon graduation, students will have wide possibilities of employment such as: i) sec-

ondary education, ii) journalism and mass media, and iii) research in public and gov-

ernmental domains. The programme shares a number of common courses with the 

other undergraduate degree programmes offered by the various departments at the 
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faculty thus ensuring that the student attains the vast knowledge in humanity and eth-

ics required in any field. 

During their final year at the Bachelor’s programme, students are required to complete 

a capstone course as a preparation for employment. The purpose of this course is to 

propose several approaches to the current teaching of philosophy in high schools, and 

to highlight the various and complex problems specific to this area. 

 

Relation between study and research 

The programme gives students the opportunity to be enrolled in a Master of Research 

programme, followed consequently by a doctoral programme. In every course, the stu-

dents will have the opportunity to partake research in a field relevant to the specific 

course. This will prepare students to lead research related to their discipline and to be 

active in elaborating courses’ contents. This form of collaboration focuses on the joint 

acquisition of knowledge. The active learning approach is adopted for course delivery 

to permit students to participate in building the courses throughout their research. 

Additionally, the Department of Philosophy disposes to its students the SOPHIA Labor-

atory which is a research centre for philosophers that contributes to publish articles 

written by students either from their own individual assignments in different classes, or 

from a common project launched by SOPHIA. 

Since it was founded in 2008, the SOPHIA Research Laboratory has suggested a re-

search theme on “Ethics, Politics, Religion”. The three-term research subjects, in the 

first place, suggestive of problematics related to various human standards on the onto-

logical, anthropological and metaphysical levels of existence. These levels can be ex-

amined individually or altogether. The 5 axes of SOPHIA Laboratory examine, on a 

double synchronic and diachronic plan, the role of values in guiding the private and 

professional life of humans (the field of ethics), and the role of citizen responsibilities 

(the field of politics), and research on the fundamental criteria of values of religion, 

highlighting the scope of “spatiotemporal emancipation of man” (the field of religion). 

 

International dimension 

The Department of Philosophy has agreements with higher education institutions in 

Belgium, France, Italy, Canada and Tunisia. 

A partnership agreement with Institut Plantatio in France allows students from Institut 

Plantatio to spend one year at USEK and complete the requirements for a double de-

gree, one from USEK and one from Institut Plantatio. After being on hold during the 

COVID-19 pandemic, the mobility opportunities within this agreement were reactivated 

and the department welcomed one student from Institut Plantatio during the 2021-2022 

academic year and two students during the current 2022-2023 academic year. 

According to the self-evaluation report, the programme design and the learning out-

comes are comparable to those of similar programmes offered several European and 

American universities. 

 

Staff qualification (see also criterion 3.3) 

USEK has an established procedure for the recruitment and appointment of teaching 

staff, which is laid down by bylaws. The application and selection procedures follow a 

defined set of requirements and a process based on the required qualifications of the 
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applicants. In addition to teaching competence, scientific reputation is a decisive crite-

rion. USEK offers opportunities for further development of competences. 

In addition to the graduate teaching staff (usually Ph.D.), the programme also employs 

assistants. 

 

Assessment 

Programme profile and objectives 

According to the expert panel, the profile of the programme is clear and the overall ob-

jectives are well defined and described. Discussions with students and staff revealed 

that there is also clarity from this side about the competences taught in the pro-

gramme. The content of the programme is very broad, so that graduates can develop 

in many professional directions. 

 

Learning outcomes and relation to academic and professional requirements and public 

needs 

In the view of the experts, the described learning outcomes are concise, clear and 

aligned with the content. The defined outcomes correspond to the level of awarded 

qualification. The experts appreciate practical parts in schools. 

 

Relation between study and research 

The teaching of scientific methods is completely in line with the Bachelor’s level. Basic 

scientific work (theorising, research, citation) is taught. The reviewers liked the fact that 

students are encouraged to produce their own publications from the start and that 

there is a strong emphasis on working with texts.  

 

International dimension 

According to the lecturers and the list of contacts, there is lively contact and exchange 

with the partner institutions abroad. The programme with the Institut Plantatio in 

France, which was unfortunately suspended by Corona, is to be resumed, which is 

particularly pleasing to the experts. 

 

Staff qualification (see also criterion 3.3) 

According to the experts, the staff for the Bachelor’s programme is well positioned. 

 

Areas for improvement 

As in all the bachelor’s programmes evaluated, contacts with foreign partners should 

be strengthened. Regarding the current difficult situation in Lebanon, virtual exchange 

seems more realistic than visits. For this purpose, new media should be used and joint 

online teaching events could be considered. 
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Recommendations or conditions 

None. 

 

4.1.6. Psychology (B.A.) 

Current status 

Programme profile and objectives 

The study programme “Psychology (B.A.)” is a three-year full-time programme (96 

credits). Successful graduates receive a Bachelor’s degree.  

The mission of the programme is to produce clinical psychologists trained in a variety 

of areas: cognitive, clinical, pathological, social, labour and developmental psychology. 

The programme helps students command, on the one hand, theoretical, methodologi-

cal, and practical knowledge. On the other hand, it prepares them to practice the pro-

fession of psychologist and researcher.  

The educational objectives are described as follows: 

1. Preparing graduates to build a career in the field of orientation, counselling, 

support, and guidance within a pluralistic team in the different institutions from 

early childhood to adulthood. 

2. Demonstrating all the skills necessary for graduates to pursue a graduate 

course and excellent research. 

 

Learning outcomes 

At the end of this programme, students will be able to: 

a. Define key concepts of the different domains of psychology, which constitute 

the basis of the Bachelor’s degree. 

b. Distinguish the different theoretical perspectives of social psychology, develop 

conceptual skills of communication, and put into practice group functioning. 

c. Rigorously adopt a methodological and statistical analysis of the scientific ap-

proach in psychology, which combines the epistemological, ethical, technolog-

ical, and static principles. 

d. Examine the personality across the different theoretical and psychometric per-

spectives of psychology. 

e. Adopt the models and methods of consulting advice and guidance toward ed-

ucation, training, and careers. 

f. Analyse through cognition the psyche and human behaviour, normal and 

pathological in its environment. 

g. Validate the clinical approach, maintenance procedures and clinical examina-

tion and the method of testing at the level of the child, adolescent, adult, and 

worker. 

h. Put into practice the acquired knowledge and evaluate training. 

i. (Clinical Psychology) Recognise the foundations of the psychology of child, 

adolescent, and adult development, and highlight the relative characteristics of 

each stage. 
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j. (Clinical Psychology) Correlate the basic notions of psychoanalysis and target 

the relationship between theory and analytical practice in clinical settings. 

k. (Clinical Psychology) Delineate psychopathology existent from early childhood 

to adulthood on a personal and professional level. 

l. (Industrial Psychology) Put into practice the fundamental concepts of ergo-

nomics while placing them as priority work health and worktime relations and 

analysing sociologically the institutional environment. 

m. (Industrial Psychology) Develop psychological management of management 

issues, developments of labour and their consequences. 

 

Relation to academic and professional requirements and public needs 

The core purpose of the programme is to produce clinical psychologists trained to a 

high standard in academic, clinical and research domains, enabling them to meet the 

related international standards. The main employment possibilities for graduates of the 

Bachelor of Arts in Psychology are (1) in the field of psychological orientation, counsel-

ling, support, and guidance, (2) in clinical and school domains, (3) in specialised reha-

bilitation and training centres, (4) in hospitals or in prison centres for youth and adoles-

cents, and (5) in the various institutions of “human resources” and companies, public 

or private where they can become a qualified psychologist. 

 

Relation between study and research 

As the programme is strongly research-based, faculty members keep abreast of the 

latest research and methodologies, which are integrated into their courses. They also 

participate in international laboratories to discuss new issues related to their area of in-

terest. The PSYCHE Laboratory mainly manages ongoing research and publications of 

current studies related to psychology. The published papers become a reference for 

both teachers and students. 

On the other hand, students with a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology can go on to a Mas-

ter’s degree in Psychology and later a Ph.D. 

In each course, students have the opportunity to participate in research relevant to that 

particular course. They are thus prepared to carry out research related to their disci-

pline and to play an active role in the development of course content. This form of col-

laboration focuses on the joint acquisition of knowledge. The active learning approach 

is used in the delivery of the courses to allow students to participate in the develop-

ment of the courses throughout their research. 

 

International dimension 

The Department of Psychology has agreements with universities in Belgium, France, 

Italy, Canada and Tunisia. Besides, there are affiliations with the Association Interna-

tionale des Sociologues de Langue Française (AISLF), France and the Conférence de 

Psychologie Universitaire de la FIUC (FIUCUP), Canada 

According to the self-evaluation report, the department applies quality standards in 

Psychology to ensure that the offered education and training are compared to those of-

fered by international programmes. The partnership agreements and affiliations pro-

mote collaborative work and constructive dialogue by exploring and adding new 
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standards that allow continuous development and quality enhancement. through the 

mentioned collaborations, the programme has offered many incoming and outgoing ex-

change opportunities to students. 

 

Staff qualification (see also criterion 3.3) 

USEK has an established procedure for the recruitment and appointment of teaching 

staff, which is laid down by bylaws. The application and selection procedures follow a 

defined set of requirements and a process based on the required qualifications of the 

applicants. In addition to teaching competence, scientific reputation is a decisive crite-

rion. USEK offers opportunities for further development of competences. 

In addition to the graduate teaching staff (usually Ph.D.), the programme also employs 

assistants. 

 

Assessment 

Programme profile and objectives 

According to the expert panel, the profile of the programme is clear and the overall ob-

jectives are well defined and described. The competences taught in the programme 

are also precise and clear. The content of the programme is very broad, so that gradu-

ates can later work in many different psychological specialisations. 

 

Learning outcomes and relation to academic and professional requirements and public 

needs 

In the view of the experts, the described learning outcomes are concise, clear and 

aligned with the content. The defined outcomes correspond to the level of awarded 

qualification. 

 

Relation between study and research 

The teaching of scientific methods is completely in line with the Bachelor’s level. Basic 

scientific work (theorising, research, citation) is taught. The reviewers liked the fact that 

students are encouraged to own short research work.  

 

International dimension 

According to the lecturers and the list of contacts, there is lively contact and exchange 

with the partner institutions abroad.  

 

Staff qualification (see also criterion 3.3) 

According to the experts, the staff for the Bachelor’s programme is well positioned. 

 

Areas for improvement 

As in all the bachelor’s programmes evaluated, contacts with foreign partners should 

be strengthened. Regarding the current difficult situation in Lebanon, virtual exchange 
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seems more realistic than visits. For this purpose, new media should be used and joint 

online teaching events could be considered. 

 

Recommendations or conditions 

None. 

 

4.1.7. Social Sciences (B.A.) 

Current status 

Programme profile and objectives 

The study programme “Social Sciences (B.A.)” is a three-year full-time programme (96 

credits). Successful graduates receive a Bachelor’s degree.  

The mission of the programme is to train students with skills that enable them to be 

teachers and future social actors who drive their institutions, companies and local soci-

eties toward a socially equitable development – civically, economically and politically. 

The student learns to deal with different forms of social issues. The Bachelor’s pro-

gramme prepares the students for research, particularly that concentrating on the ex-

ploration of their society; to engage in it as promoters of progress, peace and develop-

ment. These skills empower students to integrate into the labour market, access fur-

ther education and excel in research.  

The educational objectives are described as follows: 

1. Graduates will become teachers or trainers in the fields of social sciences in 

schools and public and private institutional spaces. 

2. Graduates will become coordinators of research projects and research/action 

projects. 

3. Graduates will become coordinators in the areas of planning and evaluation 

pertaining to action and social, socio economic and cultural politics. 

 

Learning outcomes 

At the end of this programme, students will be able to: 

a. Identify the various social sciences disciplines through their history and their 

theoretical and conceptual orientations. 

b. Apply the concepts and theoretical approaches in the areas of specialisation 

in social sciences. 

c. Implement statistical techniques of data collection and interpretation of results. 

d. Adopt the methods, approaches and techniques of demography and social 

sciences research within an epistemological and ethical perspective. 

e. Identify the various humanities disciplines through some of their concepts, the-

ories and approaches. 

f. Implement the coordination of components of a research project and a social 

action project. 
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Relation to academic and professional requirements and public needs 

The main employment possibilities for graduated from the Bachelor of Arts in Social 

Sciences are schools (public and private) where they can become qualified teachers of 

sociology (at this level, the formation will be consolidated by the Teaching Diploma), 

NGOs, social science research projects, municipalities, even ministries, especially of 

social affairs, etc. 

 

Relation between study and research 

The programme, in the conceptual, methodical and theoretical parts, is an initiation to 

research in the fields of social sciences. Faculty members and students work in the 

IDEES multidisciplinary research Laboratory on teaching and learning, to meet the 

needs of initial teaching for the continuous development of the teacher and future re-

searcher. 

The programme is deeply related to research, since the faculty members keep on 

tracking the new research results and new methods to adapt them into their courses. 

They also participate in the construction of partnership with national and international 

organisations based in Lebanon, with the aim of developing and managing research 

projects in the department. The IDEES laboratory is editing new issues that develop 

new and problematic themes related to the domain of social sciences. The papers to 

be published will include teachers and students. 

Students are involved in the research work of the department covering the following 

topics: (i) protection and consolidation of the intangible cultural heritage, (ii) responsi-

ble conjugality, (iii) separation, (iv) participation in terms of social action with people 

with special needs, (v) religious and cultural pluralism, and (vi) presence and mission 

of women in the Church and the society. 

Additionally, students graduating with a Bachelor of Arts in Social Sciences are able to 

continue a Master’s degree in Social Sciences or in Social Work and Intervention, and 

later a Ph.D. in the field of Social Sciences. According to the self-evaluation report, this 

is very common. 

In every course, students have the opportunity to partake in a research topic in a field 

that is relevant to that specific course.  

 

International dimension 

The Department of Social Sciences has partnerships with universities in France, Italy, 

Canada, Tunisia, Argentina and also collaborates with the National Commission for 

UNESCO in Lebanon. 

According to the self-evaluation report, the programme is comparable to similar pro-

grammes offered in France and Canada. 

 

Staff qualification (see also criterion 3.3) 

USEK has an established procedure for the recruitment and appointment of teaching 

staff, which is laid down by bylaws. The application and selection procedures follow a 

defined set of requirements and a process based on the required qualifications of the 

applicants. In addition to teaching competence, scientific reputation is a decisive crite-

rion. USEK offers opportunities for further development of competences. 
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In addition to the graduate teaching staff (usually Ph.D.), the programme also employs 

assistants. 

 

Assessment 

Programme profile and objectives 

According to the expert panel, the profile of the programme is clear and the overall ob-

jectives are well defined and described. The competences taught in the programme 

are also precise and clear. The broad content of the programme enables students to 

work as teachers as well as with NGOs. 

 

Learning outcomes and relation to academic and professional requirements and public 

needs 

In the view of the experts, the described learning outcomes are concise, clear and 

aligned with the content. The defined outcomes correspond to the level of awarded 

qualification. 

 

Relation between study and research 

The teaching of scientific methods is completely in line with the Bachelor’s level. Basic 

scientific work (theorising, research, citation) is taught. In the view of the experts, the 

programme offers a very sound and structured introduction to sociological methods 

and interpretations. The experts appreciate that students are encouraged to own pro-

jects from the very beginning of studies.  

 

International dimension 

According to the lecturers and the list of contacts, there is lively contact and exchange 

with the partner institutions abroad.  

 

Staff qualification (see also criterion 3.3) 

According to the experts, the staff for the Bachelor’s programme is well positioned. 

 

Areas for improvement 

As in all the bachelor’s programmes evaluated, contacts with foreign partners should 

be strengthened. Regarding the current difficult situation in Lebanon, virtual exchange 

seems more realistic than visits. For this purpose, new media should be used and joint 

online teaching events could be considered. 

 

Recommendations or conditions 

None. 
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4.2. Curriculum 

The second criterion for programme assessment concerns the curriculum as well as 

the teaching and learning methods. The expert panel evaluate, whether the curriculum 

of the programme is adequately structured to achieve the intended learning outcomes 

and whether the curriculum provides the necessary knowledge and methodological ex-

pertise of the relevant discipline(s). The experts also evaluate the organisation of the 

learning process, especially if there are appropriate student-centred teaching and 

learning methods, if students are encouraged to take an active role in creating the 

learning process and whether the diversity of students and their needs are taken into 

account. 

 

Introductory remarks 

The Social Sciences and Humanities programmes, which consists of 96 credits (ex-

cluding first year), includes general education courses, common core courses (consid-

ered as a liberal arts curriculum), and major courses that are aligned with the pro-

gramme outcomes through the curriculum map. Details of these requirements are 

given in the following sections. 

The level of a course’s contribution to a programme outcome can range from introduc-

tory to deepening and emphasising. At the end of their studies, students are required 

to complete a capstone course (internship in most programmes), which culminates in a 

professional assessment that provides evidence of the achievement of the programme 

outcomes and the graduate’s readiness for future employment. 

Over the past five years, enrolment in the seven programmes has been influenced by 

the labour market for each discipline. On the one hand, enrolments in the programmes 

Education and Languages and Literature have declined due to the deteriorating cir-

cumstances that have severely affected the education sector in Lebanon. On the other 

hand, enrolment in the programmes Psychology, Journalism and Communication, and 

Modern Languages and Translation has increased significantly since 2017. 

 

General education programme 

USEK places great emphasis on the General Education Programme, which is rooted in 

a commitment to human flourishing, spiritual values and respect for cultural and reli-

gious pluralism. In addition to equipping students with value learning, intellectual in-

quiry and various interdisciplinary skills, it also aims to develop the skills necessary to 

create thoughtful, engaged and active citizens at the national, regional and global lev-

els, while enabling a critical and appreciative understanding of religious traditions, ethi-

cal theories and moral development. USEK’s General Education Programme consists 

of 30 credits and spans the three years of undergraduate study (Sophomore, Junior 

and Senior). The General Education Programme includes courses in English and 

French Communication, Religious Studies, Quantitative Reasoning, Civic Engage-

ment, Physical Education, Arts and Humanities, Social Sciences and Science/Health. 

As part of its continuous improvement approach, USEK developed a new General Ed-

ucation Programme in 2021, taking into account the strong correlation between the 

main objectives of General Education and the Liberal Arts Education Programme. This 

new programme aims to broaden students’ perspectives while aligning institutional 

learning outcomes with today’s market needs and challenges, as well as the United 

Nations Sustainable Development Goals. Several areas of general education aim to 

promote broad liberal arts outcomes that highlight both hard and soft skills. The 30-
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credit programme aims to fill gaps in the humanities and social sciences for students 

enrolled in science and professional fields, and in the natural sciences and quantitative 

reasoning for those enrolled in the humanities. It is designed to help students from dif-

ferent disciplines to evaluate and use evidence to shape arguments and make evi-

dence-based decisions. Students are encouraged to use tools from different disciplines 

to identify and address intellectual, ethical and practical problems of relevance to the 

contemporary world. By engaging students in the creative process of critical and effec-

tive thinking in line with their professional and social lives, this programme will enable 

students, regardless of their major, to undertake extensive research using a variety of 

resources, whether traditional or digital/technological. 

Table 5 lists the general education topics. 

 

Table 5 – General Education offered within the Social Sciences and Humanities pro-

grammes (Source: Self-evaluation report p. 60) 

 

Liberal Arts Curriculum 

The programmes share a number of common courses with the other undergraduate 

programmes offered by the various departments of the faculty. All the liberal arts 

courses common to the humanities programmes are courses that aim to 

• Introduce the methodology of research as the main basis for all the practical 

work and research proposed in the courses of the different specialisations of-

fered by the faculty; 

• Introduce quantitative reasoning, which allows each student to develop his or 

her logical reasoning within his or her field of study; 

• To consolidate knowledge with a psycho-sociological dimension that helps the 

future teacher to master the self in front of an audience of students. 

 

Teaching and learning methods 

At USEK, the active learning approach is generally promoted. To ensure effective and 

efficient learning, different teaching and active learning strategies are adopted aiming 

at enhancing the intellectual and professional abilities of the students. Courses alter-

nate among different teaching styles, such as lecture teaching, activity-based teaching, 

and brainstorming teaching sessions. 
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USEK strongly emphasizes the importance of technology and teachers use various 

technologies, e.g., PowerPoint presentations are frequently given to students as an al-

ternative to handout readings. In addition, the teachers have access to the e-learning 

platform and Microsoft Teams which allow them to interact with the students online. 

Over the past five years, the seven programmes have undergone changes based on 

internal and external assessment processes, as part of the culture of continuous im-

provement that USEK promotes. One of these changes is the inclusion of an 18-credit 

liberal arts component in the Philosophy, Literature, Journalism and Social Sciences 

programmes. This component has been thoroughly reviewed and redesigned to pro-

vide students with a broader understanding of different disciplines in the humanities. 

Six new courses have been introduced, covering topics such as Research Methods, 

Anthropological Issues, History and Art Criticism, Mediation, Philosophy, Psychology 

and Personal Development, and History and Ideologies. These courses aim to provide 

students with a broader knowledge base and encourage them to develop critical think-

ing and analytical skills. 

 

4.2.1. Education – Basic Education (B.A.) 

Programme structure 

The study programme “Education – Basic Education (B.A.)” is a three-year full-time 

programme (96 credits). The courses are distributed into three groups and structured 

as follows: 

• General education courses: 30 credits 

• Common courses: 18 credits 

• Major Courses: 48 credits including the capstone course which is a 90 hours 

internship, EDU471 (A and B), covering all the programme outcomes taken 

over two phases (observation and practice of class). 

 

Table 6 shows the common courses with other programmes offered by the Faculty of 

Arts and Sciences, table 7 shows the major courses. 

 

Table 6 – Common core courses within the Education curriculum  

(Source: Self-evaluation report p. 62) 
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Table 7 – Common core course (Source: Self-evaluation report p. 62) 

 

Table 8 shows the typical 3-year study plan. 
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Table 8 – Study plan for “Education (B.A.)” (Source: Self-evaluation report p. 64) 

 

Mechanisms for providing knowledge and application of scientific methods 

As described above, different teaching and active learning strategies are adopted. For 

instance, some courses are delivered essentially by means of lectures, in others teach-

ers are expected more to act as facilitators by leading the students to become critical 

thinkers and solve problems autonomously. Class discussions and other activities, 

such as working in groups, play a vital role in ensuring interaction between teacher and 

students, allowing the teacher to evaluate the students’ understanding of the topic un-

derstudy and development of the targeted skills. Inquiry-based teaching equips the stu-

dents with the necessary tools to build their own learning experience. 

 

Organisation of students’ learning experience 

The academic path of the student is clearly divided among the three years (6 semes-

ters) that the student must attend: 

• General education courses 

• Common core courses usually taken during the first year 

• Major courses usually taken over the second and third year 

Students also have flexibility to move courses backwards. 

 

Course syllabi clearly identify the learning outcomes for each course and the 

knowledge, skills and abilities that students are expected to have at the end of each 

course. The syllabus format will be revised by the Associate Provost for Institutional Ef-

fectiveness and the Associate Provost for Academic Affairs in Spring 2023 to focus on 

assessment methods and their links to learning outcomes. This should also make con-

tinuous assessment more transparent. 

Table 9 shows an example of a syllabus. 
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Table 9 – Course Syllabus Example (Source: USEK) 
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Table 9 (cont.) 
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Table 9 (cont.) 

 

Latest improvements 

The programme recognised the need to adapt its curriculum to the current needs of the 

labour market. With the outbreak of Covid-19 and the move to online learning, the pro-

gramme placed an emphasis on technology. The department reviewed the technology 

component of the curriculum and made the necessary changes to ensure that students 

were equipped with the necessary skills and knowledge to meet the demands of the 

digital age and improve their employability. 

The work placement process, which is an essential part of the education as it provides 

students with practical experience and helps them to apply their knowledge in a profes-

sional environment, was also reviewed and improved in consultation with all stakehold-

ers in the programme. It was decided to retain the two-semester placement at the first 

and second levels of the programme and to modify the grading system to include as-

sessments and grades for each aspect of the placement. The updated guidelines were 

used to ensure that the student’s performance was assessed fairly and accurately. 

This would enable students to understand their strengths and weaknesses and im-

prove accordingly, which would help them to be job ready and more competitive. 

The programme has integrated a professional ethics course, which covers topics such 

as moral and ethical principles, codes of conduct and decision-making frameworks, 

with an emphasis on building students’ self-esteem. Through interactive activities, stu-

dents learn how to create a positive classroom culture, communicate effectively and 

provide constructive feedback that supports student growth. This change aims to pre-

pare students for successful and effective careers and promote a positive learning ex-

perience for their students. 
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Assessment 

Programme structure 

The expert panel consider the curriculum to be well structured and logical. Subjects 

and modules are well defined and cover the relevant content and competences to 

achieve the prescribed programme objectives and learning outcomes. The experts 

consider that the course design generally follows the objectives set out in the general 

programme profile. 

 

Mechanisms for providing knowledge and application of scientific methods 

A variety of teaching methods are used. The teaching methods are described in the 

course syllabi, which also detail the forms of assessment used during the semester. 

Overall, the curriculum and its concrete implementation in the courses seem to be well 

planned. 

 

Organisation of students’ learning experience 

In the opinion of the panel, the recommended work plan is clear and also offers flexibil-

ity and adaptability to students’ personal life situations. The experts expressly welcome 

the combination of specialised studies with general studies and the liberal arts. With 

this study concept, USEK imparts a very broad qualification and competences that 

clearly go beyond narrow disciplinary boundaries and will be of great benefit to the 

graduates in their further careers. 

 

Areas for improvement 

The adjustments made since the last evaluation are convincing. USEK should further 

develop its support for teachers in the areas of didactics, methodology and new media. 

 

Recommendations or conditions 

None. 

 

4.2.2. Journalism and Communication (B.A.) 

Programme structure 

The study programme “Journalism and Communication (B.A.)” is a three-year full-time 

programme (96 credits). The courses are distributed into three groups and structured 

as follows: 

• General education courses: 30 credits 

• Common courses: 18 credits 

• Major Courses: 48 credits including the capstone course JCM460 which is a 

30 hours internship covering all the programme outcomes. 
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Table 10 shows the common courses with other programmes offered by the Faculty of 

Arts and Sciences, table 11 shows the major courses. 

 

Table 10 – Common core courses within the Journalism curriculum  

(Source: Self-evaluation report p. 65) 

 

 

Table 11 – Major courses offered within the Journalism curriculum 

(Source: Self-evaluation report p. 65) 

In the course organisation, the main subjects are linked by a series of introductory 

courses; the introduction is at intermediate level, followed by a series of workshops. In 

the first year, students are introduced to journalism and communication: 

• Courses in the 200 series introduce students to researching and analysing in-

formation. 

• Courses in the 300 series introduce students to theoretical considerations in 

the field of communication, in parallel with professional courses in writing, 
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photography, viewing, shooting and editing. At this level, students also prac-

tise various journalistic genres. 

In the 400 series courses, industry techniques are applied in practical workshops 

where students can practice communication techniques and tools. The culmination of 

the course is the professional internship, which must be completed in the final stage of 

the course. At this stage, students’ analytical skills are developed, enabling them to de-

velop their critical thinking skills. 

In addition, students have the opportunity to acquire general knowledge and culture 

through 30 credits of general education from various fields such as languages, human-

ities and arts, sciences and environment. Table 12 shows the typical 3-year study plan. 

 

Table 12 – Study plan for of “Journalism and Communication (B.A.)” 

 (Source: Self-evaluation report p. 65) 
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As the core of the Journalism and Communication programme is writing stories and re-

porting news, language skills are a must for journalists and communication profession-

als. Therefore, language skills are required for some courses. Students who do not 

meet these requirements at the time of admission or in the language support courses 

cannot be enrolled in the course until they have acquired these requirements. 

 

Mechanisms for providing knowledge and application of scientific methods 

All teaching approaches aim to develop the analytical skills of the students and to pro-

vide them with a professional training on the technical and editorial skills required for 

the various media supports as well as for the communication professions. As already 

described above, different teaching and active learning strategies are adopted. For in-

stance, some courses are delivered essentially by means of lectures, in others teach-

ers are expected more to act as facilitators by leading the students to become critical 

thinkers and solve problems autonomously. Class discussions and other activities, 

such as working in groups, play a vital role in ensuring interaction between teacher and 

students, allowing the teacher to evaluate the students’ understanding of the topic un-

derstudy and development of the targeted skills. Inquiry-based teaching equips the stu-

dents with the necessary tools to build their own learning experience. 

 

Organisation of students’ learning experience 

The academic path of the student is clearly divided among the three years (6 semes-

ters) that the student must attend: 

• General education courses 

• Common core courses usually taken during the first year 

• Major courses usually taken over the second and third year 

Students also have flexibility to move courses backwards. 

Course syllabi clearly identify the learning outcomes for each course and the 

knowledge, skills and abilities that students are expected to have at the end of each 

course. The syllabus format follows the standard already shown in table 9, chapter 

4.2.1. 

 

Latest improvements 

Since the last accreditation visit, the Journalism programme has undergone a curricu-

lum revision in response to the latest developments and market needs. The pro-

gramme has incorporated liberal arts courses, which are considered essential for any 

humanities specialisation, to provide students with a well-rounded education. In addi-

tion, the programme has introduced a digital component through the course JCM455 

Journalistic Writing: Print and Online Media, which compares traditional writing tech-

niques with the new demands of online journalism. 

Data journalism has been given greater emphasis in the new curriculum through the 

course JCM325 Data and Society, which aims to equip students with the skills to write 

and report news that is relevant to society. The programme has also added a course in 

business and economic reporting, JCM450, to help students develop the skills needed 

to collect and analyse data to produce business reports and articles based on a thor-

ough and scientific approach. 
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Recognising the growing need to train specialist journalists, the programme has also 

developed and expanded the Professional Internship course, JCM460, to include more 

than 30 hours of work experience in a media organisation. The aim is to provide stu-

dents with practical experience in their field and to prepare them for the job market by 

matching their academic background with the needs of the market. 

 

Assessment 

Programme structure 

The expert panel consider the curriculum to be well structured and logical. Subjects 

and modules are well defined and cover the relevant content and competences to 

achieve the prescribed programme objectives and learning outcomes. The experts 

consider that the course design generally follows the objectives set out in the general 

programme profile. 

 

Mechanisms for providing knowledge and application of scientific methods 

A variety of teaching methods are used. The teaching methods are described in the 

course syllabi, which also detail the forms of assessment used during the semester. 

Overall, the curriculum and its concrete implementation in the courses seem to be well 

planned. 

 

Organisation of students’ learning experience 

In the opinion of the panel, the recommended work plan is clear and also offers flexibil-

ity and adaptability to students’ personal life situations. The experts expressly welcome 

the combination of specialised studies with general studies and the liberal arts. With 

this study concept, USEK imparts a very broad qualification and competences that 

clearly go beyond narrow disciplinary boundaries and will be of great benefit to the 

graduates in their further careers. 

 

Areas for improvement 

The adjustments made since the last evaluation are convincing. USEK should further 

develop its support for teachers in the areas of didactics, methodology and new media. 

 

Recommendations or conditions 

None. 

 

4.2.3. Language and Literature (B.A.) 

Current status 

Programme structure 

The study programme “Language and Literature (B.A.)” is a three-year full-time pro-

gramme (96 credits). Table 13 on next page shows the common core courses. 

The courses are distributed into three groups and structured as follows: 
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• General education courses: 30 credits 

• Common courses: 18 credits 

• Emphasis/Specialisation Courses: 48 credits chosen based on the emphasis 

(A-Arabic/B-French/C- English). 

 

Table 13 – Common core courses within the  

Language and Literature curriculum (Source: Self-evaluation report p. 69-70)  
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The specialisation courses are designed to cover a wide array of linguistic subjects as 

well as literary genres. Whether students are enrolled in the Arabic, French or English 

emphasis, they are simultaneously initiated to both linguistics and literature. Table 14 

shows the specialisation courses. 
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Table 14 – Specialisation courses within the  

Language and Literature curriculum (Source: Self-evaluation report p. 69-71) 

 

The academic year is divided into two semesters, fall and spring, and a summer ses-

sion. Table 15 gives the study plans of the three specialisations. 
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Table 15 – Study plan of 

“Language and Literature (B.A.)” (Source: Self-evaluation report p. 71-74) 

 

Some courses have language requirements as a prerequisite. Students who do not 

meet these requirements, either at the time of enrolment or through remedial language 

courses, will not be able to enrol in the course unless they acquire the necessary lan-

guage skills. This is the case, for example, with the Advanced Arabic, Advanced 

French and English Grammar and Composition courses, which should logically be 

taken before other advanced courses, since the student must first acquire the gram-

matical knowledge to be able to compose and write correct text commentaries and es-

says in the three languages. 

 

Mechanisms for providing knowledge and application of scientific methods 

As already described above, different teaching and active learning strategies are 

adopted. For instance, some courses are delivered essentially by means of lectures, in 

others teachers are expected more to act as facilitators by leading the students to be-

come critical thinkers and solve problems autonomously. Class discussions and other 

activities, such as working in groups, play a vital role in ensuring interaction between 

teacher and students, allowing the teacher to evaluate the students’ understanding of 

the topic understudy and development of the targeted skills. 
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All programme outcomes can be effectively assessed through the core course in Liter-

ary Criticism, as well as through the other core courses, such as classifying literary 

works, explaining literary and linguistic concepts, critically analysing literary works, us-

ing linguistic knowledge to critically analyse situations, using different literary theories 

to evaluate literature, using linguistic approaches to evaluate texts, writing effectively 

for academic purposes, demonstrating knowledge of different cultural contexts in rela-

tion to literature. 

 

Organisation of students’ learning experience 

The curriculum map is structured around 3 observable levels of contribution: Introduc-

tion, Emphasis, Consolidation. 

In all three streams, students begin their academic journey with courses designed to 

introduce them to the basic concepts of linguistics and literature. The more advanced 

courses are designed to reinforce the knowledge acquired in the introductory courses. 

As for the courses that deal with the history of language and literature in different peri-

ods, as well as the specificities of literatures such as Lebanese, Francophone and 

English, they are designed to reinforce the knowledge emphasised in the previous 

courses and to add a broader cultural dimension to the programme. Finally, the cap-

stone course, which is literary criticism for all three concentrations, is designed to as-

sess students’ ability to approach a text critically. As an integrative culmination of the 

student’s academic programme, the Literary Criticism course assesses the student’s 

ability to analyse a text, be it a passage from a novel, a play, an essay or a poem, 

through the study of significant linguistic features and the application of various literary 

theories. 

Course syllabi clearly identify the learning outcomes for each course and the 

knowledge, skills and abilities that students are expected to have at the end of each 

course. The syllabus format follows the standard already shown in table 9, chapter 

4.2.1. 

 

Latest improvements 

The Bachelor’s programme faces the challenge of attracting students in the face of 

growing demand for professionals in fields such as technology, business, engineering 

and architecture. In order to ensure that the programme remains relevant and offers 

graduates a wide range of employment opportunities, the programme has undergone a 

significant change in 2022. 

To ensure that students on the programme are well-rounded and versatile in their 

skills, the programme has adopted a liberal arts model that prioritises a broad and di-

verse education. This approach is designed to give students the flexibility and adapta-

bility needed to succeed in a rapidly changing job market. 

To achieve this, the programme has redesigned its core curriculum to include new 

courses designed to give students a deeper understanding and appreciation of the hu-

manities. These courses cover a wide range of topics including literature, history, phi-

losophy, cultural studies and critical thinking. These courses have been carefully se-

lected to be of high interest and relevance to students in order to engage them in the 

learning process and help them develop a broader understanding of the subjects. 

The new curriculum also includes opportunities for students to engage in hands-on 

learning experiences, such as research projects and study abroad programmes. These 
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experiences are designed to provide students with practical skills that will be valuable 

in their future careers. 

Overall, the main goal of these changes is to ensure that “Languages and Literatures 

(B.A.)” remains a valuable and relevant choice for students seeking a well-rounded ed-

ucation that prepares them for a variety of career paths and provides them with the 

skills and knowledge necessary to succeed in an ever-changing job market. 

 

Assessment 

Programme structure 

The expert panel consider the curriculum to be well structured and logical. Subjects 

and modules are well defined and cover the relevant content and competences to 

achieve the prescribed programme objectives and learning outcomes. The experts 

consider that the course design generally follows the objectives set out in the general 

programme profile. 

 

Mechanisms for providing knowledge and application of scientific methods 

A variety of teaching methods are used. The teaching methods are described in the 

course syllabi, which also detail the forms of assessment used during the semester. 

Overall, the curriculum and its concrete implementation in the courses seem to be well 

planned. 

 

Organisation of students’ learning experience 

In the opinion of the panel, the recommended work plan is clear and also offers flexibil-

ity and adaptability to students’ personal life situations. The experts expressly welcome 

the combination of specialised studies with general studies and the liberal arts. With 

this study concept, USEK imparts a very broad qualification and competences that 

clearly go beyond narrow disciplinary boundaries and will be of great benefit to the 

graduates in their further careers. 

 

Areas for improvement 

The adjustments made since the last evaluation are convincing. USEK should further 

develop its support for teachers in the areas of didactics, methodology and new media. 

 

Recommendations or conditions 

None. 

 

4.2.4. Modern Languages and Translation (B.A.) 

Current status 

Programme structure 

The study programme “Modern Languages and Translation (B.A.)” is a three-year full-

time programme (96 credits).  
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The courses are distributed into three groups and structured as follows: 

• General education courses: 30 credits 

• Common core courses: 27 credits 

• Major Courses: 39 credits including the capstone courses TRD 428 and TRD 

429 which are Conference Translation (Arabic/French/English) and Sight 

Translation (Arabic(A)/French(B)/English(C)) 

Table 16 shows the common core courses, table 17 shows the major courses. 

 

Table 16 – Common core courses of 

“Modern Language and Translation (B.A.)” (Source: Self-evaluation report p. 75) 

 

 

Table 17 – Major courses of 

“Modern Language and Translation (B.A.)” (Source: Self-evaluation report p. 75)  
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Table 18 shows the typical study plan. 

 

Table 18 – Study plan of 

“Modern Language and Translation (B.A.)” (Source: Self-evaluation report p. 77) 

 

The prerequisites for the courses play a special role in the students’ curriculum: Some 

courses require basic linguistic knowledge. Students who do not fulfil these require-

ments during admission or through the languages remedial courses cannot be enroled 

in the course unless they acquire these requirements. This is the case for example of 

the courses “Advanced Arabic” and “Advanced French course” which should be taken 

logically before the courses “Techniques of Expression in Arabic” and “Techniques of 

Expressions in French”. For other courses, a preliminary theoretical knowledge must 

be present. For instance, the courses of “Initiation to translation” and “Methodology 
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and rules of translation” are to be taken before all the general and specialised transla-

tion courses. 

 

Mechanisms for providing knowledge and application of scientific methods 

As already described above, different teaching and active learning strategies are 

adopted. For instance, some courses are delivered essentially by means of lectures, in 

others teachers are expected more to act as facilitators by leading the students to be-

come critical thinkers and solve problems autonomously. Class discussions and other 

activities, such as working in groups, play a vital role in ensuring interaction between 

teacher and students, allowing the teacher to evaluate the students’ understanding of 

the topic understudy and development of the targeted skills. 

 

Organisation of students’ learning experience 

The programme integrates three types of courses mapped to the learning outcomes: 

introductory courses, emphasising course and reinforcement courses. 

In addition, the programme includes two trilingual capstone courses, “Conference 

Translation” and “Sight Translation”, which are offered at the end of the course and re-

flect all the learning outcomes and qualification objectives of the programme. In partic-

ular, they raise students’ awareness of the formative role of translators in contributing 

to the continuous progress of their society through the transfer of knowledge, the pro-

motion of public intercultural exchange, which improves the nation at various levels, 

such as educational, technological, medical, political, economic, tourist and banking. 

Course syllabi clearly identify the learning outcomes for each course and the 

knowledge, skills and abilities that students are expected to have at the end of each 

course. The syllabus format follows the standard already shown in table 9, chapter 

4.2.1. 

 

Latest improvements 

Based on the latest accreditation recommendations, the curriculum has been rede-

signed. Changes have been made to the common core courses by adding new 

courses in French, English and Arabic, for example on current events and cultural is-

sues. 

The syllabi of the specialisation courses have been thoroughly revised in order to com-

bine the fundamentals with more skill-oriented courses. 

The new curricula promoted a conducive learning environment that emphasised active, 

personalised and participatory learning. Qualified teachers were recruited. Teachers 

were encouraged to use innovative teaching materials that take into account the abili-

ties and needs of the students. Redundancies have been eliminated. Emphasis was 

placed on real-world practice in an approach that balanced theoretical and practical 

knowledge. 

As mentioned in the curriculum section, new courses are now being explored that meet 

the above objectives, such as Machine Translation, Translation Project Management 

and Transcreation. 
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Assessment 

Programme structure 

The expert panel consider the curriculum to be well structured and logical. Subjects 

and modules are well defined and cover the relevant content and competences to 

achieve the prescribed programme objectives and learning outcomes. The experts 

consider that the course design generally follows the objectives set out in the general 

programme profile. 

 

Mechanisms for providing knowledge and application of scientific methods 

A variety of teaching methods are used. The experts appreciate the high amount of 

practical training. The teaching methods are described in the course syllabi, which also 

detail the forms of assessment used during the semester. Overall, the curriculum and 

its concrete implementation in the courses seem to be well planned. 

 

Organisation of students’ learning experience 

In the opinion of the panel, the recommended work plan is clear and also offers flexibil-

ity and adaptability to students’ personal life situations. The experts expressly welcome 

the combination of specialised studies with general studies and the liberal arts. With 

this study concept, USEK imparts a very broad qualification and competences that 

clearly go beyond narrow disciplinary boundaries and will be of great benefit to the 

graduates in their further careers. 

 

Areas for improvement 

The adjustments made since the last evaluation are convincing. USEK should further 

develop its support for teachers in the areas of didactics, methodology and new media. 

 

Recommendations or conditions 

None. 

 

4.2.5. Philosophy (B.A.) 

Current status 

Programme structure 

The study programme “Philosophy (B.A.)” is a three-year full-time programme (96 

credits). 

The courses are distributed into three groups and structured as follows: 

• General education courses: 30 credits 

• Common core courses: 18 credits 

• Major Courses: 48 credits including an internship which is considered the cap-

stone course covering all the programme outcomes. 

Table 19 shows the common courses. 
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Table 19 – Common core courses within the Philosophy curriculum 

(Source: Self-evaluation report p. 79) 

 

Table 20 shows the major courses. 

 

Table 20 – Major courses within the Philosophy curriculum 

(Source: Self-evaluation report p. 79-80) 

 

The typical curriculum is three years (6 semesters). Students are required to take gen-

eral education courses, common core courses and major courses. Table 21 shows the 

plan. 
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Table 21 – Study plan of “Philosophy (B.A.)” 

(Source: Self-evaluation report p. 80-81) 

 

The curriculum combines technical and professional requirements with general educa-

tion requirements and electives to prepare students for a professional career and fur-

ther study in the discipline associated with the programme. 
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Mechanisms for providing knowledge and application of scientific methods 

As already described above, different teaching and active learning strategies are 

adopted. For instance, some courses are delivered essentially by means of lectures, in 

others teachers are expected more to act as facilitators by leading the students to be-

come critical thinkers and solve problems autonomously. Class discussions and other 

activities, such as working in groups, play a vital role in ensuring interaction between 

teacher and students, allowing the teacher to evaluate the students’ understanding of 

the topic understudy and development of the targeted skills. 

 

Organisation of students’ learning experience 

The curriculum has three components that enrich and enhance the teaching of philoso-

phy, while reflecting the current state of the discipline: 

• A component with a dual ontological and anthropological aspect, which on the 

one hand creates situations in which questions about man and the world are 

posed, using Greek, classical and modern philosophies. On the other hand, it 

formulates metaphysical problems from a strictly philosophical perspective. 

• A multidisciplinary component that focuses on the interaction between philoso-

phy and the human and exact sciences, showing the current range of West-

ern, Arabic and Far Eastern philosophy. 

• An ethical-philosophical component that shapes knowledge in the following di-

mensions: scientific, moral, social, political and religious, building and integrat-

ing acquired knowledge into action. Ethics occupies a large place in the curric-

ulum. It is presented as the foundation of all areas of philosophy, given the ef-

fectiveness of its teaching today in a world that is increasingly materialised 

and robotised. 

Course syllabi clearly identify the learning outcomes for each course and the 

knowledge, skills and abilities that students are expected to have at the end of each 

course. The syllabus format follows the standard already shown in table 9, chapter 

4.2.1. 

 

Latest improvements 

The programme has been revised following the integration of the liberal arts compo-

nent. The programme has maintained its focus on historical and contemporary philo-

sophical works, while introducing new electives that allow students to choose three 

courses based on their philosophical orientation and area of special interest. 

The programme has also introduced a course on mediation as part of the liberal arts 

courses, in order to provide students from different humanities disciplines with the 

communicative and ethical ways of thinking in their personal and professional lives. 

In addition to these changes, the department contributes to the general education pro-

gramme by proposing two philosophy courses, Philosophical Questions and Ethics and 

Values, so that students from all disciplines can benefit from exposure to philosophical 

critical thinking. 

In order to foster a sense of community and engagement between Philosophy students 

and students from other disciplines, the programme has also started to organise 
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Philosophy Talks, where students can discuss and debate a specific topic (happiness, 

dialogue, etc.) as a pilot project to be implemented in future semesters. 

The Philosophy programme also encourages interdisciplinary collaboration. Philosophy 

lecturers are actively involved in interdisciplinary projects, such as a project on plural-

ism in Lebanon with the Social Sciences programme, highlighting the relevance of phi-

losophy in different fields and its ability to bring new perspectives and insights. 

 

Assessment 

Programme structure 

The expert panel consider the curriculum to be well structured and logical. Subjects 

and modules are well defined and cover the relevant content and competences to 

achieve the prescribed programme objectives and learning outcomes. The experts 

consider that the course design generally follows the objectives set out in the general 

programme profile. 

 

Mechanisms for providing knowledge and application of scientific methods 

A variety of teaching methods are used. The experts appreciate the high amount of 

practical training. The teaching methods are described in the course syllabi, which also 

detail the forms of assessment used during the semester. Overall, the curriculum and 

its concrete implementation in the courses seem to be well planned. 

 

Organisation of students’ learning experience 

In the opinion of the panel, the recommended work plan is clear and also offers flexibil-

ity and adaptability to students’ personal life situations. The experts expressly welcome 

the combination of specialised studies with general studies and the liberal arts. With 

this study concept, USEK imparts a very broad qualification and competences that 

clearly go beyond narrow disciplinary boundaries and will be of great benefit to the 

graduates in their further careers. 

 

Areas for improvement 

The adjustments made since the last evaluation are convincing. USEK should further 

develop its support for teachers in the areas of didactics, methodology and new media.  

Arab philosophers could be given more consideration, because it could be an excellent 

opportunity, almost a unique selling point, to be able to treat Arab authors in the origi-

nal language at a Christian university. 

Some students have commented in interviews that they lack a set order or structure in 

their studies. This should be investigated by USEK - there may not be enough guid-

ance. 

 

Recommendation 

The USEK should pay more attention to Arab philosophers in its curriculum. 

USEK should review the system of student guidance in relation to course selection. 
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4.2.6. Psychology (B.A.) 

Current status 

Programme structure 

The study programme “Psychology (B.A.)” is a three-year full-time programme (96 

credits). 

The courses are distributed into three groups and structured as follows: 

• General education courses: 30 credits 

• Common core courses: 42 credits 

• Emphasis courses: 24 credits; since the Bachelor’s programme offers two em-

phases (Clinical Psychology and Industrial Psychology), students can choose 

the emphasis they want and accordingly they enrol in the respective courses. 

These courses include internship which is considered the capstone course 

covering all the programme outcomes. 

Table 22 shows the common courses, tables 23 and 24 the two different specialisa-

tions. 

 

Table 22 – Common courses of “Psychology (B.A.)” 

(Source: Self-evaluation report p. 82) 

 

Table 23 – Courses with emphasis on Clinical Psychology 

(Source: Self-evaluation report p. 82) 
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Table 24 – Courses with emphasis on Industrial Psychology 

(Source: Self-evaluation report p. 83) 

 

The typical curriculum is three years (6 semesters). Students are required to take gen-

eral education courses, common core courses and major courses. Some courses are 

aligned with the programme outcomes as introductory courses, while others are set as 

reinforcing courses; the third group is the group of emphasis courses. The capstone 

courses PSY 475 - Clinical Psychology Internship or PSY 479 - Industrial Psychology 

Internship are the culmination of all programme outcomes. 

Tables 25 and 26 show the plans for the two different specialisations. 
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Table 25 – Study plan of Clinical Psychology 

(Source: Self-evaluation report p. 83-84) 
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Table 26 – Study plan of Industrial Psychology 

(Source: Self-evaluation report p. 84-85) 

 

Mechanisms for providing knowledge and application of scientific methods 

The programme offers students two different specialisations: Clinical Psychology and 

Business Psychology. Both specialisations provide students with a comprehensive ed-

ucation in Psychology based on research and evidence-based practice. As already de-

scribed above, different teaching and active learning strategies are adopted. For in-

stance, some courses are delivered essentially by means of lectures, in others teach-

ers are expected more to act as facilitators by leading the students to become critical 

thinkers and solve problems autonomously. Class discussions and other activities, 

such as working in groups, play a vital role in ensuring interaction between teacher and 

students, allowing the teacher to evaluate the students’ understanding of the topic un-

derstudy and development of the targeted skills. 

The programme also emphasises the development of observational and experimental 

skills, which are put into practice in the postgraduate programme through the use of 

scientific methods to test hypotheses and form logical arguments and conclusions. 

Creative thinking and problem solving are also encouraged. 

 

Organisation of students’ learning experience 

The curriculum provides students with a solid foundation in psychology through 

courses that cover basic psychological principles as well as various theories and ap-

proaches to practice such as cognitive psychology, psychoanalysis, personality, as-

sessment, research methods and more. In addition to comprehensive training, stu-

dents have the opportunity to participate in supervised internships in a variety of set-

tings including hospitals, schools, businesses and non-governmental organisations. 

Students are also encouraged to engage in evidence-based research and participate 

in studies conducted by faculty members and the PSYCHE laboratory. 

Course syllabi clearly identify the learning outcomes for each course and the 

knowledge, skills and abilities that students are expected to have at the end of each 

course. The syllabus format follows the standard already shown in table 9, chapter 

4.2.1. 
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Latest improvements 

The programme has undergone enhancements to improve the educational experience 

for students. One of the most significant changes is the integration of supervised group 

dynamics sessions in schools into the practicum course (PSY 469). These sessions 

provide students with practical, hands-on experience and are incorporated into the cur-

riculum, allowing students to apply concepts learned in the classroom to real-life situa-

tions. 

Placement opportunities for students have also been diversified, with a wider range of 

settings such as prisons, psychiatric hospitals and schools now available for students 

to complete their placements. This will provide students with a wider range of experi-

ences and perspectives from which to draw, further enriching their educational experi-

ence. 

In addition, the programme has integrated online coursework, which has led to in-

creased student engagement and participation in research activities. The curriculum 

has also been redesigned to place greater emphasis on group work and discussion of 

scientific articles, similar to the approach used in the PSY 325 course. 

 

Assessment 

Programme structure 

The expert panel consider the curriculum to be well structured and logical. Subjects 

and modules are well defined and cover the relevant content and competences to 

achieve the prescribed programme objectives and learning outcomes. The experts 

consider that the course design generally follows the objectives set out in the general 

programme profile. 

 

Mechanisms for providing knowledge and application of scientific methods 

A variety of teaching methods are used. The experts appreciate the high amount of 

practical training. The teaching methods are described in the course syllabi, which also 

detail the forms of assessment used during the semester. Overall, the curriculum and 

its concrete implementation in the courses seem to be well planned. 

 

Organisation of students’ learning experience 

In the opinion of the panel, the recommended work plan is clear and also offers flexibil-

ity and adaptability to students’ personal life situations. The experts expressly welcome 

the combination of specialised studies with general studies and the liberal arts. With 

this study concept, USEK imparts a very broad qualification and competences that 

clearly go beyond narrow disciplinary boundaries and will be of great benefit to the 

graduates in their further careers. 

 

Areas for improvement 

The adjustments made since the last evaluation are convincing. USEK should further 

develop its support for teachers in the areas of didactics, methodology and new media. 
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Recommendations or conditions 

None. 

 

4.2.7. Social Sciences (B.A.) 

Current status 

Programme structure 

The study programme “Social Sciences (B.A.)” is a three-year full-time programme (96 

credits). 

The courses are distributed into three groups and structured as follows: 

• General education courses: 30 credits 

• Common core courses: 18 credits 

• Major courses and emphasis/concentration course: 48 credits including the 

capstone course (SOC 466) which is a 150 hours Internship covering all the 

programme outcomes and spread over two phases (observation and practice 

of research techniques and projects construction). 

Table 27 shows the common courses, tables 28 shows the major courses. 

 

Table 27 – Common courses within the Social Sciences curriculum 

(Source: Self-evaluation report p. 86) 
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Table 28 – Major courses within the Social Sciences curriculum 

(Source: Self-evaluation report p. 87) 

 

The typical curriculum is three years (6 semesters). Students are required to take gen-

eral education courses, common core courses and major courses, usually taken over 

the second and third year. Table 29 shows the plan. 
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Table 29 – Study plan of “Social Sciences (B.A.)” 

(Source: Self-evaluation report p. 87-88) 

 

The curriculum combines technical and professional requirements with general educa-

tion requirements and electives to prepare students for a professional career and fur-

ther study in the discipline associated with the programme. Some courses are matched 

to the programme outcomes as introducing courses, while others are set as reinforcing 

courses; as for the third group, it is the group of emphasising courses. The capstone 

course SOC 466 (A and B) is the culmination of all the learning outcomes. 

 

Mechanisms for providing knowledge and application of scientific methods 

As already described above, different teaching and active learning strategies are 

adopted. For instance, some courses are delivered essentially by means of lectures, in 

others teachers are expected more to act as facilitators by leading the students to be-

come critical thinkers and solve problems autonomously. Class discussions and other 

activities, such as working in groups, play a vital role in ensuring interaction between 

teacher and students, allowing the teacher to evaluate the students’ understanding of 

the topic understudy and development of the targeted skills. 

 

Organisation of students’ learning experience 

The programme is designed to provide students with a state-of-the-art education in the 

field. The curriculum is regularly updated to reflect the latest developments and ad-

vances in the discipline, including new areas of research, innovative teaching and 

learning methods and the latest research techniques. This should ensure that the grad-

uates are not only well versed in the field, but also equipped with the skills and 

knowledge needed to remain at the forefront of the discipline. In addition, the pro-

gramme focuses on developing students into both knowledgeable teachers and active 

social actors who can use their education to make a positive difference in the world. 

Graduates of the programme are not only teachers and social actors, but also role 

models in teaching sociology and being social agents of change. 

Course syllabi clearly identify the learning outcomes for each course and the 

knowledge, skills and abilities that students are expected to have at the end of each 

course. The syllabus format follows the standard already shown in table 9, chapter 

4.2.1. 
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Latest improvements 

In an effort to improve the overall educational experience for students, several 

changes have been implemented in the programme. The curriculum has been rede-

signed to place greater emphasis on interdepartmental collaboration and integration. 

For example, students will now have the opportunity to study a wider range of subjects 

by taking courses from other departments such as Philosophy, Languages and Litera-

ture, Communication and Journalism, which will be integrated into the common 

courses of the programme. 

Another change is the expansion of internship opportunities to include community 

placements, which will provide students with a wide range of practical learning experi-

ences. These experiences will now be integrated into specific courses, allowing stu-

dents to apply the concepts they learn in the classroom to real-world situations. 

Last but not least, students became integrated into the research activities of the IDEES 

multidisciplinary research laboratory to give them the opportunity to work alongside ex-

perienced researchers and contribute to ongoing research projects. 

 

Assessment 

Programme structure 

The expert panel consider the curriculum to be well structured and logical. Subjects 

and modules are well defined and cover the relevant content and competences to 

achieve the prescribed programme objectives and learning outcomes. The experts 

consider that the course design generally follows the objectives set out in the general 

programme profile. 

 

Mechanisms for providing knowledge and application of scientific methods 

A variety of teaching methods are used. The experts appreciate the high amount of 

practical training. The teaching methods are described in the course syllabi, which also 

detail the forms of assessment used during the semester. Overall, the curriculum and 

its concrete implementation in the courses seem to be well planned. 

 

Organisation of students’ learning experience 

In the opinion of the panel, the recommended work plan is clear and also offers flexibil-

ity and adaptability to students’ personal life situations. The experts expressly welcome 

the combination of specialised studies with general studies and the liberal arts. With 

this study concept, USEK imparts a very broad qualification and competences that 

clearly go beyond narrow disciplinary boundaries and will be of great benefit to the 

graduates in their further careers. 

 

Areas for improvement 

The adjustments made since the last evaluation are convincing. USEK should further 

develop its support for teachers in the areas of didactics, methodology and new media. 
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Recommendations or conditions 

None. 

 

4.3. Student assessment (all programmes) 

Current status 

Organisation of assessment 

Students are evaluated based on formative and summative assessments on course 

level as well as on programme level. During their studies, they receive continuous 

feedback on their work, and on their progress, especially the attainment of the specific 

learning outcomes of every course.  

• At course level, the evaluation of students’ work is performed according to the 

grading scale stated in the syllabus and shared with the students during the 

first sessions of the course.  

• At programme level, student progress is monitored by the department with 

feedback and guidance provided to students through the academic advisors 

within the department. The department ensures these prerequisites are met 

by all students through the Banner Student Information System that does not 

allow enrolment in a course, unless all that course’s prerequisites are met. 

Student performance is evaluated based on the student’s continuous improve-

ment, general average, academic standing, and the internship. 

 

Amount and requirements of assessments 

The assessment of student performance is seen as a continuous process, both at 

course level in the current semester and at the end, as well as at programme level with 

the final examination. Examinations can take different forms such as multiple choice, 

case study, dissertation, project or work placement report. They can be written or oral, 

such as a presentation of the work done during a project to the class group. 

At course level, the overall grade is usually distributed as per the following scale know-

ing that these percentages can vary between courses, but the final examination cannot 

exceed 45% of the final grade: 

• Active Participation: 10%. It takes into account students’ engagement with the 

course material and within the learning community. 

• Continuous assessment: 50%. It includes projects, assignments, research pa-

pers and the mid-term evaluation. These are central indicators for student in-

tegration and understanding of the material learned thus providing reinforce-

ment of work done in class. 

• End of semester evaluation: 40%. It is the final examination. 

Based upon the grades a student has received, a student’s grade average is calcu-

lated in the standard way, by summing the total numerical value of the grades received 

and dividing that sum by the total number of credit hours associated with the courses 

taken. 

At the end of studies, students enrolled in the Bachelor’s programmes must complete 

an internship which is considered the final examination towards the degree. This al-

lows the department to obtain an external evaluation of student performance before 
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graduation. This Internship is done in a school under the supervision of a faculty mem-

ber. The final grade is based on the internship evaluation criteria. 

 

Requirements of the final assessment 

The graduation requirements for the B.A. degree include the following criteria: 

• Earning 96 credits, the required number of credits for the programme 

• Fulfilling the minimum and maximum duration of studies that vary from 6 se-

mesters (3 years) to 14 semesters (7 years) excluding the Freshman year 

• Passing all the required courses 

• Fulfilling all the General Education requirements 

• Fulfilling the internship 

• Having a total grade average not less than 70/100 and not being in probation. 

The Registrar Office / Academic Path Division executes the degree audit of students in 

coordination with the department. This audit consists of two main steps: 

First audit 

1. The Graduation Procedure and Student Files Officer at the Registrar Of-

fice / Academic Path Division generates the list of potential graduates for 

the current semester according to their total number of credits. 

2. The Head of Department checks if all the specialization courses are ful-

filled. 

3. The Graduation Procedure and Student Files Officer checks if the General 

Education requirements, the capstone project, and other graduation re-

quirements such as the minimum number of semesters, the minimum 

number of credits are fulfilled. In the case of inconsistency, the Graduation 

Procedure and Student Files Officer informs the Head of Department who 

will have to solve the issue with the student. 

4. The Graduation Procedure and Student Files Officer prevalidates the tran-

script (putting stars for failed courses, etc.) 

5. The first audit is finished, and an updated transcript is generated and 

placed in the student file. 

Second audit 

1. At the end of the semester, the Graduation Procedure and Student Files 

Officer generates an updated list of students who are eligible to graduate 

according to their total number of credits. 

2. The Graduation Procedure and Student Files Officer checks if the General 

Education requirements, the capstone project, and other graduation re-

quirements such as the minimum number of semesters, the minimum 

number of credits are fulfilled. In the case of inconsistency, the Graduation 

Procedure and Student Files Officer informs the Head of Department who 

will have to solve the issue with the student. 

3. The Registrar validates the final transcript. 
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4. The university proceeds with the graduation of the students who have met 

the requirements at degree level as well as the issuance of diplomas ac-

cording to the procedures indicated in the Academic Rules and Student 

Life. 

Students have the right to suspend their graduation in the case where they are willing 

to re-enrol in the Summer Semester/Session to repeat a course and increase their 

GPA. In order to do so, students should visit the Registrar Office to put an end to the 

graduation procedure as soon as they receive the notification of the ongoing degree 

audit and graduation processes. 

The academic unit to which students are affiliated should approve the suspension re-

quest. 

A student can ask for a degree audit at any time. 

 

Assessment criteria 

The assessment criteria are set out in the course syllabus and programme description. 

They are set out on the examination paper and used consistently to ensure transpar-

ency and fairness in marking. In addition, the final examination questions are linked to 

the learning outcomes of the course and this link is shown on the examination paper. 

The final grade is a numerical grade ranging from 40 to 100 in increments of 5. The re-

lationship between the different scales (grade above 100, 0-4 scale and alphabetical 

equivalent) is regulated in the “Academic Rules and Student Life”. 

 

Assessment qualification of staff 

Faculty and staff are regularly trained in assessment. Assessment is also made topic 

in LTEC trainings. 

 

Examination regulations and regulations for student absence, illness, etc. 

There is a system of rules and regulations for the assessment. 

A student who fails to meet a course requirement (examination, test, report, etc.) will 

be attributed by the teacher a failing grade to this requirement; unless the student pre-

sents a valid justification (e.g., medical report). In such a case, the teacher may re-

schedule the examination, grant an extended deadline for submitting a report, or pro-

pose an alternative depending on the situation (the solution depends on the require-

ment itself, e.g., a written examination, an assignment, a presentation, etc.). 

A student may repeat a failed course. A course cannot be failed more than twice at the 

undergraduate level. 

Any student has the right to request a grade revision within 5 days of the grade being 

displayed. Grade revision is a multi-stage process that requires the approval of the 

Head of Department, the Associate Dean and the Head of the Academic Unit. In the 

event of a dispute, the Academic Unit Council makes the final decision. 
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Assessment 

Organisation of assessment 

The assessment system is transparent, clear and varied. Responsibilities are clear for 

both teachers and students. 

 

Levels and requirements of assessment 

The level and requirements of assessment are appropriate to the intended learning 

outcomes. They are fully in line with international practice.  

The experts consider that a sufficient range of assessment methods and tasks is used. 

 

Final assessment requirements 

All procedures, requirements and criteria are clear and transparent and always up-to-

date. The experts appreciate that students can ask for a degree audit at any time. 

 

Assessment criteria 

The assessment criteria are clearly defined and transparent for both students and staff. 

The students with whom the experts spoke were well aware of the assessment criteria, 

they know what is expected of them and they know who to contact if they have prob-

lems or questions. The student-centred learning approach provides almost optimal 

preparation for assessment. 

 

Assessment skills of staff 

According to the interviews conducted during the site visit, the staff carrying out the as-

sessments are adequately qualified. In addition, staff receive regular training. The link 

between knowledge transfer and assessment is also addressed in the recruitment pro-

cedures. 

 

Examination regulations and regulations for student absence, illness, etc. 

All examination regulations are available online. There are clear and objective rules for 

student absence, illness and other extenuating circumstances. 

 

Areas for improvement 

In some meetings with students, the impression was given that there was a high exam-

ination load in some courses, esp. in core and extra-curricular courses. This was not 

verifiable by the experts, but the university should keep an eye on it. 

 

Recommendation 

USEK should monitor assessment carefully, particularly in relation to student workload. 

There should be no over-assessment of individual courses. 
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4.4. Organisation of the study programmes 

Current status 

Entry qualifications 

Students enrolled in the seven BA programmes concerned should be holders of the 

Lebanese Baccalaureate: Life Sciences – LS, General Sciences – GS, Literature and 

Humanities – LH, or Economics and Sociology – ES. 

The majority of these students have graduated from private schools with French as 

their first foreign language and English as their second foreign language. The lan-

guage policy adopted by USEK has strengthened the use of English in order to provide 

them with the skills to access regional and international career opportunities where 

English is the dominant business language, without losing the practice of one of the 

foreign languages they already have a full or partial command of. 

The selection of students is administered by the Admissions and Transfers Committee 

in accordance with criteria approved by the Academic and Research Council. USEK 

aims to provide a supportive service to all applicants and prospective applicants, prin-

cipally by 

• Providing clear and helpful pre-entry information and advice to enable stu-

dents to apply for a course that meets their needs and interests. 

• Welcoming applications from all students, regardless of background, recognis-

ing that the diversity of students from different social backgrounds contributes 

to the personal growth, intellectual development and maturity of all. 

• To ensure that admissions policies and practices at all levels are designed to 

match the abilities and aptitudes of the student with the requirements of the 

programme. 

• To provide preparatory courses for students who do not achieve the required 

standard in the general entrance assessment. 

Students from schools with a French background will be assessed by the Admissions 

and Transfer Commission on the basis of their school grades and may be exempted 

from the 6 credits of remedial French if they provide evidence of French language pro-

ficiency. Students from English backgrounds are required to follow an intensive French 

language tuition programme equivalent to 6 credits. Successful DELF B2 or TCF B2 

candidates will be exempted from the French remedial course. 

In general, students admitted to USEK must demonstrate an adequate level of English 

by presenting one of the recognised standardised tests or the USEK English profi-

ciency test. Depending on the results and based on the following rules, a student may 

need to enrol in a remedial English programme equivalent to 9 to 15 credits. 

All information on admission, registration and academic regulations can be found in the 

Academic Rules and Student Life published online.13 

 

Regulations for the recognition of qualifications 

Applicants who have previously studied at another university accredited by the Leba-

nese Ministry of Education and Higher Education may apply to transfer to the pro-

gramme. Transfer applications are evaluated twice a year, at the end of the autumn 

 

13 See https://www.usek.edu.lb/Site/ListingBlocks.aspx?pageid=2780 (accessed 3 May 2023) 

https://www.usek.edu.lb/Site/ListingBlocks.aspx?pageid=2780
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and spring semesters, once all grades are available and candidates’ files are com-

plete. Admission is then granted to successful candidates for the following regular se-

mester (admission is not granted for the summer session). Candidates must also meet 

the French and English language requirements as outlined above. 

Once the application has been submitted, it is examined by the department in order to 

determine the courses to be transferred. The Dean then validates the application and 

submits it to the Admissions Committee for a final decision based on the following cri-

teria: 

• The course validated by the transfer must have the same credit hours as its 

equivalent in USEK; 

• According to the American system, the minimum grade obtained in the original 

university that can be accepted during a transfer is 70/100 (according to the 

American system; 2.0/4.0). In all cases, the student must have passed the 

course validated by the transfer in his/her original university; 

• Courses validated six years or more before the date of admission cannot be 

considered; 

• The number of transferred credits cannot exceed 49% of the total number of 

credits required for the undergraduate programme; 

• All transferred credits must be declared and validated at the time of admission 

to USEK, after which no more transferred credits can be added. 

Accordingly, transferred courses will receive a grade of T and the student cannot later 

repeat a transferred course. 

 

All students holding the Lebanese Baccalaureate are eligible for consideration for ad-

mission to the undergraduate programmes at USEK. Students holding the Lebanese 

Baccalaureate are granted 30 credits based on their Baccalaureate strand (cf. table 6):  

 

Table 30 – Lebanese Baccalaureate Part II contents per strand (Source: self-evalua-

tion report p. 94) 

 

Based on this table, all students have already acquired 12 to 21 credits in Humanities 

and Social Sciences. According to the regulations of the Lebanese Ministry of Educa-

tion the above-mentioned subjects includes the following topics: Humanities (Lan-

guages, Literature, Philosophy, History), Social Sciences (Psychology, Sociology, 
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Anthropology, Economics, Geography), Natural Sciences (Biology, Chemistry, Phys-

ics, Geology, Astronomy, Nutrition), Mathematics. 

 

Organisation of the study process 

According to USEK teaching policy, courses are delivered in a student-centred ap-

proach joining together traditional lectures based on slideshow presentations, interac-

tive methods and laboratory works. Almost all classes in this programme are face to 

face classes. There are also hybrid courses where the instructor interacts with his stu-

dents through E-learning, and some of them might use the active whiteboard. The size 

of the classes varies from 15 to 35 students per class. 

Students have regular assignments and are divided according to a schedule and a 

planned organisation every semester. Practical work is an addition to homework. 

Since the university has adopted the North American credit system, in order to facili-

tate students’ credit transfer and recognition, the U.S. credit is the measuring unit of 

the number of hours per semester. One credit represents one teaching hour (50 

minutes course) per week during a 15 weeks semester (including exams and tests). 

For each credit, the student should dedicate around two hours for self-learning outside 

the classroom to complete his assignments and prepare for his examinations. 

 

Management of the study programme 

The Provost is responsible for overseeing academic programmes and providing guid-

ance on long-term planning. The Academic and Research Council is responsible for 

approving decisions on the establishment of new research centres, academic regula-

tions, the academic calendar and applications for institutional alliances. At the Faculty 

level, the Doctoral Commission, the Associate Dean, the Heads of Department or the 

Heads of Programme form the Academic Unit Council. The Academic Unit Council is 

responsible for the implementation of the study regulations within the Academic Unit. 

The Academic Unit Council discusses proposals for new programmes or adjustments 

to existing programmes before they are submitted to the Provost for validation and ap-

proval. The Academic Unit Council considers applications for new or modified pro-

grammes. If approved, the request is them submitted to the Ministry of Education and 

Higher Education to obtain the Decree. 

 

Student workload 

Table 31 illustrates the students’ workload. 
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Table 31 – Student workload (Source: self-evaluation report p. 95) 

 

Student support system 

USEK supports students at different levels: academic, personal, professional, etc. This 

is done through various units that are responsible for supporting students during their 

education at USEK. In 2015, USEK became the first university in Lebanon and the re-

gion to receive matrix accreditation for its student support services, which include the 

following offices: Registrar’s Office, Student Affairs Office, Social Services Office, Ad-

missions Office, International Affairs Office (services for international students), Career 

Services Office, Institutional Research and Assessment Office, ACCESS Office, USEK 

Counselling Centre. 

The full fee schedule is available online, along with information on financial assistance. 

 

Cooperation with internal and external partners 

In addition to the other departments of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences with which the 

programme shares common core courses, the programmes’ internal partners are all 

the departments and units that benefit from the general education courses. 

The external partners of the programme are also all the stakeholders and, in particular, 

the employers where the students do their internships. The university has cooperation 

agreements with several industrial partners. For example, in the Education and Philos-

ophy departments, there is cooperation with schools such as Ecole St-Enfant Jésus - 

Besançon - Baabdat, Collège des Apôtres - Jounieh, Saint-Joseph des Pères 

Capucins - Batroun, Central College - Jounieh, College des Soeurs des Saints-Cœurs 

- Kfarhbab. In the field of languages and literatures, there is close and occasional co-

operation with the French Cultural Centre and the American Embassy. The external 

partners of the social sciences programme are the NGOs in which the students do 

their internships, such as the Anta Akhi Association (dealing with people with special 

needs), Youth for Peace (civic engagement), the Lebanese National Commission for 

UNESCO (and the list of schools affiliated to the UNESCO Commission), 22 municipal-

ities in the Kesrouan and Jbeil regions, OFRA Association and Women Pastoral Office 

for women’s rights, Adyan Foundation and Faros Observatory for religious and cultural 

pluralism, SeSoBel for the concept of participation in the field of inclusion of people 

with special needs. 
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The Journalism and Communication programme has many local partners among the 

national media where students do their internships. Cooperation with external partners 

is also maintained through the participation of members of the professional markets in 

the delivery of courses. 

 

Assessment 

Entry qualifications 

According to the experts, the entry requirements and regulations are appropriate and 

transparent. All information is available on the university’s website. 

 

Recognition of qualifications 

USEK has a formalised recognition practice for previous qualifications from other uni-

versities. Besides, students holding the Lebanese Baccalaureate are granted 30 cred-

its based on their Baccalaureate strand. 

 

Organisation of the study process and management of the programme 

According to the expert panel, the study process is well organised and clear. Roles, 

duties and responsibilities in the management are clearly defined and appropriately 

structured, and the people involved with whom the experts were able to speak are 

highly motivated and professional. 

In addition, the university has established methods and means for student involve-

ment, particularly in providing feedback. 

 

Student workload 

Having heard the students’ views, the panel of experts is of the opinion that the work-

load of the programmes is manageable. It is clear from discussions with students and 

relevant teaching staff that the university strives to keep student workloads managea-

ble. Student workload is monitored. 

 

Organisation of the student life cycle 

The experts note that there is excellent communication between students, teachers, 

and administration and management. There are many opportunities for formal and in-

formal contact between teachers and students on campus and online. The students in-

terviewed were very positive about the good organisation and familiar atmosphere of 

USEK and the whole study process. 

In the meeting with the students, it was very often mentioned that the students would 

like to see more sports clubs established and supported by USEK. 

 

Student support system 

According to the interviews during the site visit, the university cares for its students’ 

welfare. Student advisory services are well developed and known by students. 
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The university’s web-based information and communication services play an important 

role and are frequently used. 

 

Co-operation with external and internal partners 

Internal cooperation with the other departments as well as with external institutions (in 

Lebanon and abroad) function well. The experts appreciate USEK’s networking activi-

ties. 

 

Areas for improvement 

The existing good contacts with potential employers and schools could probably be 

used more intensively to improve the programmes. Joint discussion rounds and events 

to present new developments would be useful. 

 

Recommendation 

USEK should start to talk to the students about how to improve the sports and leisure 

facilities at the university. 

 

 

5. Final assessment 

A. Institutional assessment 

During its two-day visit, the expert panel experienced an extraordinary university that 

defies the current adversities in Lebanon and provides excellent higher education from 

a humanistic and socially responsible perspective. USEK impressed the panel with its 

clear mission and vision, which influence the activities and daily life of the university. 

The university has a clear institutional profile, in keeping with the character of a Catho-

lic university. The strategies pursued by the university are closely and consistently 

linked to its mission and are in line with the expectations and needs of Lebanese soci-

ety. Particularly in the current crisis, the university community has shown a strong co-

hesion, both internally and externally. The experts appreciate the strong emphasis on 

social responsibility and progress at the university. 

Excellence in teaching, research, entrepreneurship and community engagement is the 

overarching goal of USEK, always understood as inclusive, not exclusive: For those 

who do not have the financial means, support is provided, and USEK makes also great 

efforts to enable its students to study and to retain its staff. 

The strategic goals reflect how USEK strives for institutional effectiveness and effi-

ciency in order to continuously improve teaching and learning. All staff are familiar with 

these objectives and they appear to be widely accepted, even internalised. 

In 2017, the experts had recommended that in developing the new USEK strategic 

plan, the university should develop a process that facilitates discussion at faculty level 

and with external and internal stakeholders from the outset. In recent years, USEK has 

made considerable progress. Regular processes to reflect and adjust the strategies 

are implemented. They appear well thought out, based on indicators, and dynamic. 

The planning processes involve the university’s key stakeholders and attempt to plan 
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on a broader basis. They take place on several levels, are well organised and trans-

parent and follow practices that are common in universities internationally. 

USEK’s high reputation give evidence that the chosen strategies and activities are ad-

equate for achieving the intended objectives. In the experts’ view the strategies both 

on university and on school level appear to conform to the university mission. 

The experts assess the governance of USEK as clearly structured and documented. 

The responsibilities and procedures of the main university bodies are set and de-

scribed in the constitution, the bylaws, and in the several policies. All appears well 

thought out and applicable. The university has even taken several steps to provide op-

portunities for more formalised student involvement in governance processes. 

USEK has adapted its faculty structures in recent years, which was also recommended 

in 2017. Greater organisational efficiency can be seen. 

Academic freedom is guaranteed. The responsibility for research and teaching lies with 

the academics. The OLM does not interfere in teaching and research. 

From the experts’ point of view, USEK undoubtedly provides excellent and sufficient 

resources. University operations with high standards of quality and excellence are defi-

nitely guaranteed. The Kaslik campus appears to be in the best condition and excel-

lently maintained. Large parts of the campus are accessible without barriers, and the 

university thus fulfils its commitment to an inclusive educational approach in an exem-

plary manner. The cleanliness of the buildings is particularly noteworthy for the ex-

perts. In the experts’ view the financial management is also professional; the process 

of preparing the yearly budget is clear and executed with the collaboration of the facul-

ties. The university finances itself almost exclusively from tuition fees and USEK's fi-

nancial management is correspondingly highly professional and effective. 

The staff of the university is, according to the expert team, appropriate to provide high 

quality education to its students and to develop research. All teachers the experts 

could talk to presented themselves as highly motivated. The students who could be 

spoken to emphasised the good teaching climate and the open-door policy that char-

acterises the teaching staff. The university’s procedures for recruiting and later contin-

uous training and developing staff seem appropriate and fulfil academic standards: 

The selection of academics is always based on an academic decision that is justified 

and documented in a standardised manner. 

The expert panel were particularly impressed by the library: a bright, communicative 

space, excellently and attractively furnished, with work areas for students and faculty. 

Furthermore, the holdings are unique, especially the archival holdings on the Leba-

nese past, the restoration areas and the digitisation areas can be viewed to an extent 

and quality that need not fear comparison with Western European universities. In the 

view of the experts, there has really been tremendous progress in the library sector at 

USEK in recent years, certainly not least because of the extraordinarily dedicated and 

qualified staff. 

USEK’s IT infrastructure is up to date and equipped with modern and functional soft-

ware, which was also confirmed by various stakeholders during the site visit. A fast wifi 

connection is available everywhere on campus, even eduroam accounts work. The ex-

perts appreciate all efforts the university makes to practically train teaching personnel 

in general methods of effective and interactive online teaching. USEK and its LTEC 

certainly have the role of a pioneer in Lebanon. 
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According to the experts, USEK has made great progress in the area of research. 

Compared to the initial accreditation in 2012, the university’s profile has changed fun-

damentally; in addition to excellence in teaching, research is now also an essential 

component of the institution. The experts appreciate that research activities of the aca-

demic staff are encouraged by the university. Research interest and publication fre-

quency are considered when hiring new academics. The laboratories are well 

equipped and excellently managed. Certainly, the accreditations by ABET and the 

WFME have given the equipment an additional boost. 

Young scientists are obviously supported and promoted by the institution in many 

ways. The university is aware of international requirements for good research, the pro-

tection of the rights of young scientists and the fight against plagiarism. The doctoral 

college and the doctoral regulations make an extraordinarily positive impression on the 

experts. 

The expert panel highly appreciate the strong and active affection of USEK to its local 

neighbourhood as well as to Lebanese society needs. The university’s mission affirms 

both its commitment and its responsibility to the further improvement of society. The 

many activities that the university carries out on campus and together with civil society 

are impressive. In the view of the experts, it can be seen as great asset of USEK to be 

such an active part in the society. 

From the experts’ point of view, USEK has an exceptionally well-developed quality as-

surance system, which is based on a variety of proven policies, guidelines and formal-

ised procedures, while remaining agile and under constant review. Many offices of the 

university are involved and actively contribute to its implementation. There is no doubt 

that the university attaches great importance to institutional effectiveness. The quality 

assurance tools developed in recent years appear to be widely accepted and imple-

mented. Assessment criteria, indicators, and tools are clearly defined, as are the pro-

cesses and responsibilities. The Institutional Research and Assessment Office works 

efficiently and closely with the university management. Discussions with lecturers and 

the administration revealed a broad acceptance of the QA activities and the trustful co-

operation was emphasised several times. Students express high satisfaction with edu-

cation as well as student services at USEK. 

USEK therefore undoubtedly and unreservedly deserves re-accreditation. 

 

B. Programmes assessment 

According to the expert panel, the profile of all programmes is clear and the overall ob-

jectives are well defined and described. Discussions with students and employers re-

vealed that there is also clarity from this side about the competences taught in the pro-

gramme. The programmes and the orientation seem very modern and attractive to the 

experts. Described learning outcomes are concise, clear and aligned with the content. 

They correspond to the level of awarded qualification. All content is up-to-date and the 

qualifications provided promise opportunities even in the difficult Lebanese labour mar-

ket, 

The teaching of scientific methods in all programmes is completely in line with the 

Bachelor’s level. Basic scientific work (theorising, research, citation) is taught, and 

small practical exercises are also integrated into the study programme. 

USEK has lively contact with partner universities and institutions abroad. All these con-

tacts, esp. with foreign partners, should be strengthened now that the pandemic is 
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over. As the current difficult situation in Lebanon makes real exchange difficult, new 

media should be used and joint online teaching events could be considered. 

The expert panel consider the programmes’ curricula to be well structured and logical. 

Subjects and modules are well defined and cover the relevant content and compe-

tences to achieve the prescribed programme objectives and learning outcomes. The 

experts consider that the course design generally follows the objectives set out in the 

general programme profile. 

A variety of teaching methods are used. The experts appreciate the high amount of 

practical training. In the opinion of the panel, the recommended work plans are also 

clear and offer flexibility and adaptability to students’ personal life situations. The ex-

perts expressly welcome the combination of specialised studies with general studies 

and the liberal arts. With this study concept, USEK imparts a very broad qualification 

and competences that clearly go beyond narrow disciplinary boundaries and will be of 

great benefit to the graduates in their further careers. 

The adjustments made since the last evaluation are convincing. USEK should further 

develop its support for teachers in the areas of didactics, methodology and new media. 

In the view of the panel, the assessment system at USEK is also transparent, clear 

and varied. Responsibilities are clear for both teachers and students. The level and re-

quirements of assessment are appropriate to the intended learning outcomes. They 

are fully in line with international practice.  

The assessment criteria as well as all procedures are clearly defined and transparent 

for both students and staff. All examination regulations are available online. There are 

clear and objective rules for student absence, illness and other extenuating circum-

stances. The students with whom the experts spoke were well aware of all regulations 

and criteria, they know what is expected of them and they know who to contact if they 

have problems or questions. The student-centred learning approach provides almost 

optimal preparation for assessment. 

According to the expert panel, the study process is well organised and clear. Roles, 

duties and responsibilities in the management are clearly defined and appropriately 

structured, and the people involved with whom the experts were able to speak are 

highly motivated and professional. Student advisory services are well developed and 

known by students. 

USEK has a formalised recognition practice for previous qualifications from other uni-

versities. The entry requirements and regulations are also appropriate and transparent. 

All information is available on the university’s website. 

In summary, the experts can only say that the programmes evaluated are fully convinc-

ing. 

 

Assessment levels 

Level Assessment  Description  

A Passed. The institution fulfils or exceeds all criteria. All activities 
are in line with the profile and objectives of the institution 
and provided at a high academic level. 

B Passed subject 

to conditions 
The institution does not fulfil some relevant criteria. How-
ever, the institution should be able to remedy the short-
comings within nine months after the assessment. 
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C Suspension of 

the accredita-

tion procedure 

The institution does not fulfil relevant criteria, but it is 
likely, that it will be able to remedy the shortcomings 
within 18 months after the assessment. The HEI may ap-
ply for a resumption of the accreditation procedure. 

D Failed The institution does not fulfil relevant criteria, and is not 
expected to be able to meet all assessment criteria within 
18 months’ time. 

 

 

Assessment grades 

No Assessment criteria Assessment 

1 Institutional profile and strategy  A 

2 Governance  A 

3 Resources  A 

4 Research A 

5 Institution and society A 

6 Quality assurance A 

7 Programme profiles  

 • Education – Basic Education (B.A.) A 

 • Journalism and Communication (B.A.) A 

 • Language and Literature (B.A.) A 

 • Modern Languages and Translation (B.A.) A 

 • Philosophy (B.A.) A 

 • Psychology (B.A.) A 

 • Social Sciences (B.A.) A 

8 Curriculum  

 • Education – Basic Education (B.A.) A 

 • Journalism and Communication (B.A.) A 

 • Language and Literature (B.A.) A 

 • Modern Languages and Translation (B.A.) A 

 • Philosophy (B.A.) A 

 • Psychology (B.A.) A 

 • Social Sciences (B.A.) A 

9 Student assessment (all programmes) A 

10 Organisation of the study programmes A 
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6. Accreditation recommendation of the expert panel to the 
evalag Accreditation Commission 

According to the expert team, the Holy Spirit University of Kaslik (USEK) and the 

seven reviewed study programmes meet evalag’s criteria for international accredita-

tion. Therefore, the team recommends USEK for re-accreditation and recommends 

awarding the evalag label for institutional accreditation as well as for programme ac-

creditation. 

The expert panel recommends USEK to consider and implement the following recom-

mendations (R) to further improve the university: 

 

Institutional profile and strategy 

R 1 Strategic planning processes should be further professionalised and under-

pinned with clear data on demographic changes, the Lebanese labour market, 

national and international professional requirements, student achievement 

trends, student recruitment trends. The university should make greater use of 

expertise from the relevant departments (sociology, economics) for this pur-

pose. 

 

Resources 

R 2 To improve their retention at USEK, the university should consider incentives 

especially for those part-time academic staff who receive a better marking/as-

sessment than expected. 

 

Research 

R 3 The research strategy should be further developed. A university-wide approach 

for measuring the quality of research results would be a next step. 

 

Institution and society 

R 4 USEK should further strengthen its links with the neighbouring community and 

expand its social and “green” engagement. 

 

Quality assurance 

R 5 USEK should create a "community of practice" to support the work of the LTEC 

in its improvement activities through "learning and teaching champions" from 

the faculty. 

R 6 USEK’s experience in developing and implementing its QA strategy should be 

published. 
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Programme profile (Journalism and Communication, B.A.) 

R 7 The programme should not only focus on classical journalism, i.e., working in 

the media, but also on PR activities of companies and institutions that have to 

supply media. 

 

Curriculum (Philosophy, B.A.) 

R 8 USEK should pay more attention to Arab philosophers in the curriculum. 

R 9 USEK should review the system of student guidance in relation to course selec-

tion. 

 

Student assessment 

R 10 USEK should monitor assessment carefully, particularly in relation to student 

workload. There should be no over-assessment of individual courses. 

 

Organisation of the study programmes 

R 11 USEK should start to talk to the students about how to improve the sports and 

leisure facilities at the university. 

 

 

7. Accreditation decision of the evalag Accreditation Com-
mission 

In its meeting on 29 June 2023, the evalag Accreditation Commission unanimously de-

cides to re-accredit USEK and the seven programmes with the recommendations listed 

in Chapter 6. 
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Annex: Site visit schedule 

 

Sunday, 12 March 2023 

 Arrival 

18:30 – 20:00 Internal meeting of expert panel 

 

Monday, 13 March 2023 

08:00 – 09:00 Internal meeting of expert panel 

09:00 – 09:45 Meeting with University President, Vice-Presidents, Provost 

09:45 – 10:00 Break/ room change 

10:00 – 11:00 Meeting with Office of Provost 

11:00 – 11:15 Expert panel’s internal review 

11:15 – 12:00 Meeting with the deans 

12:00 – 12:15 Break/ room change 

12:15 – 13:00 Parallel sessions: 

Group 1: 

Meeting with Deputy Presi-

dent for Students and repre-

sentatives of Student Sup-

port Services, Student Af-

fairs, Registrar 

Group 2: 

Meeting with Finance and 

HR 

13:00 – 14:30 Lunch 

14:30 – 16:00 Campus tour (Library, Labs, facilities, IT, Asher Center for 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship (ACIE)) 

16:00 – 16:45 Meeting with Learning and Teaching Excellence Center 

(LTEC) and Institutional Research and Assessment (IRA) 

16:45 – 17:30 Meeting with the Higher Center for Research 

17:30 – 18:15 Internal meeting of expert panel: review of the first day 

Evening Dinner with leadership and representatives of USEK 
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Tuesday, 14 March 2023 

08:00 – 09:00 Internal meeting of expert panel 

09:00 – 10:00 Meeting with Dean of Faculty of Arts and Science and re-

lated Heads of the Departments 

10:00 – 10:15 Break/ room change 

10:15 – 11:15 Parallel sessions: 

Group 1: 

Faculty of Arts and Science: 

Meeting with full-time staff 

Group 2: 

Faculty of Arts and Science: 

Meeting with part-time staff 

11:15 – 11:30 Break/ room change 

11:30 – 12:30 Meeting with students from the Faculty of Arts and Science 

12:30 – 13:00 Parallel sessions: 

Group 1: 

Meeting with International Af-

fairs 

Group 2: 

Meeting with Advancement & 

Alumni Offices 

13:00 – 14:30 Lunch 

14:30 – 15:00 Meeting with Internal Audit 

15:00 – 15:30 Meeting with External Stakeholders (employers, partners, 

alumni) 

15:30 – 17:00 Internal meeting of expert panel: review and assessment 

17:00 – 17:30 Closing meeting with the leadership of USEK 

Evening Closing dinner 

 Departure 
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